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NORMALLY HYPERBOLIC INVARIANT CYLINDERS PASSING
THROUGH MULTIPLE RESONANCE
CHONG-QING CHENG & MIN ZHOU
Abstract. We study the continuation of periodic orbits from various compound of
homoclinics in classical system. Together with the homoclinics, the periodic orbits
make up a C1-smooth, normally hyperbolic invariant cylinder with holes. It plays
a key role to cross multiple resonant point.
1. Introduction
Given an autonomous Hamiltonian, if a hyperbolic periodic orbit exists in an energy
level set, the implicit function theorem implies a continuation of periodic orbits nearby,
which make up a normally hyperbolic invariant cylinder (NHIC). So, it is natural to
ask whether there exists a NHIC extending from the orbits homoclinic to a fixed point.
In this paper, we study the problem for the classical system
(1.1) H(x, y) =
1
2
〈Ay, y〉 − V (x), z = (x, y) ∈ Tn × Rn,
where the matrix A is positive definite, the smooth potential V attains its minimum
at a point x0 only. In this case, z0 = (x0, 0) is a fixed point of the Hamiltonian flow
ΦtH and there exist some orbits homoclinic to the fixed point [Bo]. Be aware that the
system admits a symmetry s : (x, y)→ (x,−y), we see that if z+(t) = (x+(t), y+(t)) is
an orbit, z−(t) = sz+(t) = (x+(−t),−y+(−t)) is also an orbit. Hence, non-shrinkable
homoclinic orbits emerge paired.
To formulate our result, by a translation of variables x→ x−x0 and V → V −V (x0)
we assume x0 = 0, V (0) = 0 and the following conditions:
(H1), the Hessian matrix of V at x = 0 is positive definite. The 2n eigenvalues of
Jdiag(−∂2V (0), A) are all different, where J denotes the standard symplectic matrix,
−λn < · · · < −λ2 < −λ1 < 0 < λ1 < λ2 < · · · < λn,
(λ1, · · · , λn) is non-resonant and V ∈ C2κ+1 with (κ−1)λ1 > λn. Let Ξ+i = (Ξi,x,Ξi,y)
be the eigenvector for λi, where Ξi,x,Ξi,y denote the component for the coordinates x
and y respectively, then Ξ−i = (Ξi,x,−Ξi,y) is the eigenvector for −λi.
(H2), for a pair of homoclinic orbits {z+(t), z−(t)}, the curve x+(t) approaches the
origin in the direction of Ξ1,x, x
−(t) approaches in the direction of −Ξ1,x
lim
t→±∞
x˙+(t)
‖x˙+(t)‖ = Ξ1,x, limt→±∞
x˙−(t)
‖x˙−(t)‖ = −Ξ1,x.
The stable manifold W s intersects the unstable manifold W u transversally along the
orbit z±(t) in the following sense that
(1.2) TzW
s ⊕ TzW u = TzH−1(0)
holds any for z 6= 0 on the homoclinic curve.
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We study k pairs of homoclinic orbits {z±1 (t), · · · , z±k (t)}. A periodic orbit z+(t) is
said to shadow the orbits {z+1 (t), · · · , z+k (t)} if the period admits a partition [0, T ] =
[0, t1] ∪ [t1, t2] ∪ · · · ∪ [tk−1, T ] such that z+(t)|[ti−1,ti] falls into a small neighborhood
of z+i (t). In this case, its s-symmetric counterpart z
−(t) = sz+(t) shadows the orbits
{z−k (t), · · · , z−1 (t)}.
To study the case k ≥ 2, we work in the covering spaces π¯h: Rn×Rn → Tnh×Rn and
πh : T
n
h × Rn → Tn × Rn, where Tnh = {(x1, x2, · · · , xn) ∈ Rn : xi mod hi ∈ N\0}. To
decide the class h, we let z¯1(t) be the lift of z
+
1 (t) to R
2n such that limt→−∞ z¯1(t) = 0,
then choose a lift z¯2(t) of z
+
2 (t) with limt→−∞ z¯2(t) = limt→∞ z¯1(t). In the way, we get
successively a lift z¯i(t) of z
+
i (t) for each i. Let Γ¯ be the closure of ∪t∈R(∪i≤kz¯i(t)), we
construct a shift σΓ¯. A curve z¯′1(t) ⊂ σΓ¯ is the lift of z+1 (t) such that limt→−∞ z¯′1(t) =
limt→∞ z¯k(t). Other z¯′i(t) is successively fixed. Let σΓ¯ be the closure of ∪t∈R(∪iz¯′i(t)).
(H3), for k pairs of homoclinic orbits {z±1 (t), · · · , z±k (t)}, there exists a non negative
integer ℓ and a covering space π¯h: R
n×Rn → Tnh×Rn such that π¯h(Γ¯∪σΓ¯∪· · ·∪σℓΓ¯)
is a closed curve without self-intersection.
Theorem 1.1. Assume k pairs of homoclinic orbits {z±1 (t), · · · , z±k (t)} satisfying the
hypotheses (H1,H2,H3). Then, there exists a continuation of periodic orbits from the
homoclinic orbits {z±1 (t), · · · , z±k (t)}. More precisely, some E0 > 0 exists such that
1, for any E ∈ (0, E0] there exist unique periodic orbit z+E (t) and its s-symmetric
orbit z−E (t) = sz
+
E (t) shadowing the orbits {z+1 (t), · · · , z+k (t)} and {z−k (t), · · · , z−1 (t)}
respectively. As a set depending on E, ∪tz±E (t) approaches ∪iΓ±i in Hausdorff metric
as E ↓ 0;
2, for any E ∈ [−E0, 0) there exists a unique periodic orbit zE,i shadowing the orbits
{z+i (t), z−i (t)} for i = 1, · · · , k. As a set depending on E, ∪tzE,i(t) approaches Γ+i ∪Γ−i
in Hausdorff metric as E ↑ 0;
Let Π = Π+ ∪1≤i≤k (Π−i ∪ Γ+i ∪ Γ−i ) where Π+ = ∪E>0(∪tz+E (t) ∪ z−E (t)) and Π−i =
∪E<0 ∪t zE,i(t). For k = 1, it makes up a C1-NHIC with one hole. For k ≥ 2, each
connected component in the pull-back π−1h Π of Π to T
n
h×Rn is a C1-NHIC with (ℓ+1)k
holes. The homoclinic orbits are contained inside of the manifold.
Figure 1. The left figure shows a singular cylinder in Tn×Rn for the
case k = 2, there are two pairs of homoclinic orbits, one is in red and
another one is in dark blue. The right one is its lift to Tnh × Rn.
Remark. For k ≥ 2, it is possible that ℓ ≥ 1. Here is an example that n = 2, there
are two pairs of homoclinic orbits z±1 (t) and z
±
2 (t) with [z
+
1 ] = (1, 0) and [z
+
2 ] = (0, 1).
In this case, T2h = {(x1, x2) ∈ R2 : x1, x2 mod 2} and ℓ = 1.
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Without the condition (H3), Π can be still treated as a surface with self-intersection.
Also, the k pairs of homoclinic orbits are not required to be all different.
The hypotheses (H1, H2) are open-dense condition in Cr-topology for any r ≥ 2.
The first one is obvious. To see the second, we notice that the local stable and unstable
manifold W sloc and W
u
loc have their generating functions S
s and Su respectively such
thatW s,uloc = graph(dS
s,u). A homoclinic orbit has to be in the local stable or unstable
manifold when it approaches the fixed point as t→∞ or t→ −∞. Therefore, in a ball
Br ⊂ Rnx about the origin of suitably small radius r, each point uniquely determines an
orbit lying in the stable (unstable) manifold. Since λ1 < λ2, each x ∈ Br determines
an orbit lying W s,uloc that approaches the origin in the direction of Ξ
±
1 if and only if x
does not lie in a co-dimension one hypersurface S which is diffeomorphic to a disc of
(n− 1)-dimension. To check the condition (1.2) of transversal intersection, we notice
that dSs = dSu holds along the homoclinic orbits around the origin. There are plenty
of small perturbations such that ∂2(Su − Ss) is non-degenerate when it is restricted
on a codimension-one section transversal to the curve x±(t).
The existence of the periodic orbits is reduced to the problem to find fixed point of
the Poincare´ return map. It will be down by applying Banach’s fixed point theorem.
We first study the periodic orbit of a single homology type in Section 2 for E > 0
and in Section 3 for E < 0. The periodic orbit of compound type homology class is
studied in Section 4 and the uniqueness is proved in Section 5. Because the return map
is not defined on the level set H−1(0), the hard part is to prove the C1-smoothness
around the homoclinic orbits, which is fulfilled in Section 6 and 7. The application of
Theorem 1.1 to the problem of double resonance is discussed finally in Section 8.
2. Periodic orbit with single homology class
In this section we study the continuation of periodic orbits from a single homoclinic
orbit z+(t) to positive energy region. Let Br′ ⊂ R2n denote a ball about the origin of
radius r′, where the coordinates (x, y) are chosen such that
H(x, y) = G(x, y) +R(x), for (x, y) ∈ Br′
where G =
∑n
i=1
1
2(y
2
i − λ2ix2i ) and R is the higher order term R = O(‖x‖3), namely,
|R(x)|/‖x‖3 is bounded as ‖x‖ → 0.
For a vector x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn), we use ‖x‖ = (
∑n
i=1 x
2
i )
1
2 to denote its Euclidean
norm and use |x| = max{|x1|, |x2|, · · · , |xn|} to denote its maximum norm.
Restricted in a neighborhood of the origin, we introduce a canonical transformation
for convenience of notation
(2.1)
[
xi
yi
]
=
1√
2
[ 1√
λi
− 1√
λi√
λi
√
λi
] [
ui
vi
]
.
In (u, v)-coordinates, the Hamiltonian H takes the form H(u, v) =
∑
λiuivi+R(u, v)
with R(u, v) = O(‖(u, v)‖3), the Hamiltonian equation turns out to be
(2.2) u˙i = λiui +
∂R
∂vi
, v˙i = −λivi − ∂R
∂ui
.
If the Hamiltonian is C2κ+1-smooth with κ ∈ N, one has its Birkhoff normal form
(2.3) H(u, v) =
∑
λiuivi +N(I1, · · · , In) +O(‖(u, v)‖2κ+1)
where Ii = uivi and N is a polynomial of degree κ without constant and linear part.
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Since it is hyperbolic, the fixed point z = 0 has its stable (unstable) manifold W s
and W u. Some r′ > 0 exists such that, restricted in Br′ , they are the graph of some
maps. In the coordinates (u, v), ∃ U : {v ∈ Rn}∩Br′ → Rn and V : {u ∈ Rn}∩Br′ →
Rn such that
W s|Br′ = {U(v), v}, W u|Br′ = {u, V (u)}.
Lemma 2.1. Restricted in Br′ with suitably small r
′ > 0, there exists a canonical
transformation (p, q) = T (u, v) such that, for the Hamiltonian flow of H∗ = H ◦ T−1,
the local stable manifold W s and the unstable one W u satisfy the condition
(2.4) W s|Br′ = {0, q}, W u|Br′ = {p, 0}.
If H is a Birkhoff normal form, then H∗ = H ◦ T−1 is also a Birkhoff normal form.
Proof. Because the stable and unstable manifold are Lagrangian sub-manifold, both
U and V are the differential of some functions
U(v) = ∂Fu(v), V (u) = ∂Fv(u).
By the generating function S(u, q′) = 〈u, q′〉−Fu(q′), we get a canonical transformation
Ψ: v = q′, p′ = u− ∂Fu(q′). In the coordinates (p′, q′), the local stable manifold lies
in the subspace Rnq = {p′ = 0}, the unstable manifold is a graph {p′, ∂F ′v(p′)} of some
function F ′v . With the generating function S′(p, q′) = 〈p, q′〉 − F ′v(p), we get another
canonical transformation Ψ′: p = p′, q = q′ − ∂F ′v(p). Let T = Ψ′Ψ, the stable and
unstable manifold of ΦtH∗ satisfy the condition (2.4).
For Birkhoff normal form, the generating function Fs (Fu) of the stable (unstable)
manifold is of order 2κ + 2, Fs,u = O(|z|2κ+1). The generating function S(u, q′) =
〈u, q′〉 − Fu(q′) satisfies the condition Fu(q′) = O(|q′|2κ+1). Thus, the transformation
does not change the normal form. 
Since Fu(q) = O(‖q‖2) and F ′v(p) = O(‖p‖2) when they are restricted in Br′ , we are
able to extend Fu and F
′
v C
2-smoothly to the whole space by setting Fu = 0, F
′
v = 0
when they are valued at the place outside of B√r′ . With the lemma, we are able to
assume that the Hamiltonian H(u, v) satisfies one more condition:
(H4), the local stable (respectively unstable) manifold of the hyperbolic fixed point
z = 0 is a neighborhood of the fixed point in the stable (respectively unstable) subspace
of the linear flow ΦtG.
Lemma 2.2. Under the assumption (H4), the remainders in Equation (2.2) satisfy
the conditions ∂vR(0, v) = 0 and ∂uR(u, 0) = 0 for |(u, v)| < r′. Thus, the remainder
R of H admits the form
(2.5) R(u, v) = 〈R1,1(u, v)u, v〉, with R1,1(0, 0) = 0.
Proof. Since the local stable (respectively unstable) manifold of the hyperbolic fixed
point {z = 0} lies in the stable (respectively unstable) subspace of the linear flow ΦtG.
It holds on the {v = 0} ∩ Br′ (respectively {u = 0} ∩ Br′) that v˙ = 0 (respectively
u˙ = 0), namely, ∂uR(u, 0) = 0 and ∂vR(0, v) = 0. For the proof of (2.5), we have
R(u, v) =
∫ u
0
∂R
∂u
(u, v)du + F (v).
It follows that
∂R
∂v
(u, v) =
∫ u
0
∂2R
∂u∂v
du+ ∂F (v),
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from which, we obtain ∂F (v) = 0 by applying the relation ∂vR(0, v) = 0. Therefore,
one has
R(u, v) =
∫ v
0
∫ u
0
∂2R
∂u∂v
dudv +G(u).
By applying the condition that ∂uR(u, 0) = 0, we obtain ∂G(u) = 0. Since R(u, v) =
O(|(u, v)|3), the condition (2.5) is proved. 
Let Σ−±r = {u1 = ±r} and Σ+±r = {v1 = ±r} where the superscript “+” indicates
that the orbit z±(t) is approaching the origin when it passes through the section,
while “−” indicates that the orbit is getting away from the origin when it crosses the
section. Because of the assumption (H2), the homoclinic orbit z±(t) passes through
the section Σ−±r and Σ
+
±r at the points z
−
±r and z
+
±r respectively. Emanating from z
−
±r
at t = 0, it moves along the homoclinic orbit lying outside of Br(0) before it arrives at
z+±r after a finite time T0. Due to the continuous dependence of solution of ODE on its
initial value, some neighborhood Ur of z
−
r lying in the section Σ
−
r exists satisfying the
condition: emanating from any point z ∈ Ur, the orbit ΦtH(z) keeps close to z+(t)|[0,T0]
before it arrives at z′ ∈ Σ+r after a finite time. In this way we get a map Φr: Ur → Σ+r
such that z′ = Φr(z) and call it outer map, because it is defined by orbits lying outside
of Br(0). Another outer map Φ−r: U−r → Σ+−r is defined similarly.
With the Hamiltonian flow ΦtH we define inner map Φr,r. Emanating from a point
z ∈ Σ+r \W s around z+r , the orbit keeps close to the stable manifold until arrives at
the section {u1 = v1}, then it keeps close to the unstable manifold until it arrives at
z′ ∈ Σ−r . We define z′ = Φr,r(z). As we shall see later, it is well-defined only when
z ∈ H−1(E) with E > 0. For E < 0, it shall cross the section {u1 = −v1} and hit a
point z′ ∈ Σ−−r, we get another inner map Φr,−r(z) = z′ in this case. The inner map
Φ−r,±r is defined similarly.
Let Σ−E,±r = H
−1(E)∩{u1 = ±r} and Σ+E,±r = H−1(E)∩{v1 = ±r} be the section
in the energy level set H−1(E). Correspondingly, Ur admits a foliation of energy level
set Ur = ∪EUE,r. The restriction of the outer map on UE,±r is denoted by ΦE,±r, see
Figure 2. Let Vr = ΦrUr, it also admits a foliation of energy level sets Vr = ∪EVE,r.
The restriction of Φr,r on VE,r is denoted by ΦE,r,r, see Figure 2 also. As we shall see
later, the inner map ΦE,r,r is studied by decomposing it as the composition of ΦE,r,0:
SE,r → {u1 = v1} and ΦE,0,r: {u1 = v1} → UE,r.
Lemma 2.3. The maps ΦE,r, ΦE,r,0 and ΦE,0,r preserve the closed 2-form
ωˆ = dxˆ ∧ dyˆ = duˆ ∧ dvˆ.
Proof. Consider the vortex lines of the form ydx−Hdt in (2n+1)-dimensional extended
phase space. If σ is a piece of vortex tube and γ1 and γ2 are closed curve encircling the
same tube such that γ1 − γ2 = ∂σ, one has the integral invariant of Poincare´-Cartan∮
γ1
ydx−Hdt =
∮
γ2
ydx−Hdt.
Let γ1 be a closed curve lying in UE,r and γ2 = ΦE,rγ1. Because dH(v) = 0 holds
for any vector tangent to H−1(E), u1 keeps constant in UE,r and v1 keeps constant in
VE,r we obtain from Stock’s formula that the following holds
(2.6)
∫
σ1
duˆ ∧ dvˆ =
∫
σ2
duˆ ∧ dvˆ
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for 2-dimensional disc σ1 ⊂ UE,r, σ2 ⊂ VE,r bounded by γ1 and γ2 respectively. It
finishes the proof for ΦE,r. For ΦE,r,0, let γ1 be a closed curve lying in SE,r and let
γ2 = ΦE,r,0γ1. then the projection of σ2 to the plan {(u1, v1)} does not contain interior
if σ2 ⊂ {u1 = v1} is a surface bounded by γ2. Therefore, (2.6) also holds. 
To study the outer map ΦE,r and the inner map ΦE,r,r, we introduce some rules of
notation. Let uˆ = (u2, · · · , un) and vˆ = (v2, · · · , vn). The principle of the notation
also applies to xˆ, yˆ. Let πˆ : R2n → R2(n−1) be the projection so that πˆ(u, v) = (uˆ, vˆ)
and let πu, πv the be projection such that πu(u, v) = u, πv(u, v) = v, πu(uˆ, vˆ) = uˆ and
πv(uˆ, vˆ) = vˆ.
Recall the homoclinic orbit z±(t) passes through Σ±±r at the points z
±
±r which are
written in coordinates
z−±r = (±r, uˆ−±r, v−±r), z+±r = (u+±r,±r, vˆ+±r)
where uˆ−±r = (u
−
2,±r, · · · , u−n,±r) and the same principle of notation also applies to vˆ−±r,
uˆ+±r and vˆ
+
±r. The hypotheses (H2,H4) imply that
vˆ−±r = 0, uˆ
+
±r = 0, |uˆ−±r| = o(r), |vˆ+±r| = o(r).
To find the periodic orbit, let us specify what is the set Ur.
Definition 2.4. Given small δ > 0, let UE,r ⊂ H−1(E) be a subset such that
πˆUE,r = Uˆδ = {|uˆ− uˆ−r | ≤ δ, |vˆ − vˆ−r | ≤ δ}.
Let Ur = ∪−E0≤E≤E0UE,r.
Clearly, there exist E0, δ > 0 depending on r > 0 such that UE,r is well-defined for
|E| ≤ E0. Let VE,r = ΦE,rUE,r over which the inner map ΦE,r,r or ΦE,r,−r may not
be well-defined. We define a set SE,r ⊆ VE,r where the inner map ΦE,r,r or ΦE,r,−r is
well-defined.
Each z ∈ UE,r is determined by its zˆ-component, there exists a unique v1 = v1(zˆ, E)
such that z = (r, v1, zˆ). The projection of map ΦE,r, denoted by ΦˆE,r, is well defined
such that ΦˆE,r(πˆz) = πˆΦE,r(z). It is symplectic and smoothly depends on E when
E is suitably small. For a C1-map F : πuUˆδ → πvUˆδ, each E ∈ [−E0, E0] induces a
graph GF,E = {(r, v1(uˆ, F (uˆ), E), uˆ, F (uˆ)) : |uˆ− uˆ−r | ≤ δ}. The transversal intersection
property (1.2) makes sure that the outer map ΦE,r brings the graph GF,E to a graph
GΦ∗
E,r
F of Φ
∗
E,rF . To check, we define the cones with α > 0
Kˆ−α = {(ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ R2n−2 : α|ξuˆ| ≥ |ξvˆ|},
Kˆ+α = {(ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ R2n−2 : α|ξvˆ | ≥ |ξuˆ|}.
Let F = {F ∈ C1(πuUˆδ, πvUˆδ) : ‖DF‖ ≤ η} denote a set of maps, we are going to
show that if GF is the graph of F ∈ F , then ΦˆE,rGF ⊂ VˆE,r is also a graph if η > 0
is assumed suitably small. For this end, we consider the tangent map dΦˆE,r. For a
vector (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ TzˆGF , i.e. |ξuˆ| ≥ η−1|ξvˆ|, let (ξ′uˆ, ξ′vˆ) = dΦˆE,r(zˆ)(ξuˆ, ξvˆ). It follows
from the transversal intersection property (1.2) that |ξ′uˆ| 6= 0 if η > 0 is suitably small.
Indeed, we have the lemma
Lemma 2.5. For small |E| ≤ E0, the transversal intersection hypothesis (1.2) implies
that there exist λ,M > 0, each α ∈ (0, λM ) determines α∗ = (1+α)Mλ−Mα such that
1) for (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ−α and z ∈ UE,r, one has (ξ∗uˆ, ξ∗vˆ) = dΦˆE,r(zˆ)(ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ−α∗;
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2) for (ξ⋆uˆ, ξ
⋆
vˆ) ∈ Kˆ+α and z ∈ SE,r, one has (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) = dΦˆ−1E,r(zˆ)(ξ⋆uˆ, ξ⋆vˆ) ∈ Kˆ+α∗ .
Proof. In (u, v)-coordinates, we consider the differential of ΦˆE,r at zˆ:
(2.7) dΦˆE,r(zˆ) =
[
A11(E, zˆ) A12(E, zˆ)
A21(E, zˆ) A22(E, zˆ)
]
,
where Aij is (n− 1)× (n− 1) sub-matrix. We claim det(A11(0, zˆ−r )) 6= 0.
If not, there would be a vector ξuˆ 6= 0 such that A11ξuˆ = 0. Since Φ0,r is symplectic
preserving, dΦˆ0,r(zˆ
−
r )(ξuˆ, 0) = (0, ξ
′
vˆ) 6= 0 is a non-zero vector that must lie in the
stable subspace. But it is absurd because the stable manifold intersects the unstable
manifold transversally in the sense of (1.2), it is then impossible that dΦ0,r maps a
vector of Tz−r W
u into Tz+r W
s.
The matrix dΦˆE,r(zˆ) continuously depends on E and zˆ. Therefore, for zˆ around
zˆ−r and small E, one has det(A11(E, zˆ)) 6= 0. Let λ > 0 be smaller than the absolute
value of the smallest eigenvalue of A11 and let M > 0 be larger than |Aij |, the norm
of Aij . In this case, for a vector (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ−α with α < λM
|ξ∗uˆ| = |A11(E, zˆ)ξuˆ +A12(E, zˆ)ξvˆ| ≥ (λ−Mα)|ξuˆ| > 0
|ξ∗vˆ | = |A21(E, zˆ)ξuˆ +A22(E, zˆ)ξvˆ| ≤ (1 + α)M |ξuˆ|.
Let α∗ = (1+α)Mλ−Mα , then (ξ
∗
uˆ, ξ
∗
vˆ) = dΦˆE,d,d(zˆ)(ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ K−α∗ . It proves the first item.
The second item is proved similarly. In (u, v)-coordinates, we write the differential
of Φˆ−1E,r at zˆ in the form:
dΦˆ−1E,r(zˆr) =
[
B11(E, zˆr) B12(E, zˆr)
B21(E, zˆr) B22(E, zˆr)
]
,
whereBij is (n−1)×(n−1) sub-matrix. For the same reason to show det(A11(0, zˆ−r )) 6=
0, one has det(B22(0, zˆ
+
r )) 6= 0. If we let λ > 0 be smaller than the absolute value of
the smallest eigenvalue of B11 and let M > 0 be larger than |Bij | for small E and z
around z+r , then the rest of the proof is the same as above. 
We next show that, for small E > 0, ΦE,r,rGΦ∗
E,r
F ∩ SE,r intersects UE,r. It is the
first step to show the existence of periodic orbits emerging from homoclinics.
Proposition 2.6. There exists some E0 > 0, for each E ∈ (0, E0], some set SE,r ⊆
VE,r exists so that ΦE,r,r(GΦ∗
E,r
F ∩SE,r)∩UE,r 6= ∅. The map ΦE,r,r expands GΦ∗
E,r
F ∩
SE,r in uˆ-component such that ΦE,r,rSE,r covers {|uˆ− uˆ−r | ≤ r} in the sense that
(2.8) πuπˆΦE,r,r(GΦ∗
E,r
F ∩ SE,r) ⊇ {|uˆ− uˆ−r | ≤ r},
and it contracts SE,r in the vˆ-component such that
(2.9) πvπˆ(ΦE,r,rSE,r ∩ UE,r) ⊆ {|vˆ| ≤ cr3−2c′rE1−c′r}.
where c, c′ > 0 are constants independent of E and r.
Proof. It is proved by using the hyperbolic property of the flow ΦtH when it is restricted
around the origin. To see the property more clearly, we introduce multi-dimensional
polar-spherical coordinates
vi = ρΨi(ψ), ui = ̺Φi(φ), for i = 1, · · · , n
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where
∑
Ψ2i = 1 and
∑
Φ2i = 1 for φ,ψ ∈ Sn−1. For instance, let Ψ1 = sinψ1 sinψ2,
Ψ2 = sinψ1 cosψ2 and Ψ3 = cosψ1 for n = 3. Since
∑
Ψ2i = 1 implies
∑〈ψ˙, ∂Ψi〉Ψi =
0, it is reduced from the equation (2.2) and the relation v˙i = ρ˙Ψi + ρ〈ψ˙, ∂Ψi〉 that
ρ˙ = ρ˙
∑
Ψ2i + ρ
∑
〈ψ˙, ∂Ψi〉Ψi =
∑
v˙iΨi
= −ρ
∑
λiΨ
2
i −
∑
∂uiR(̺Φ, ρΨ)Ψi.
˙̺ = ̺
∑
λiΦ
2
i +
∑
∂viR(̺Φ, ρΨ)Φi.
Since the stable and unstable manifold of ΦtH are assumed to be the stable and unstable
subspace of ediag(Λ,−Λ)t as shown in (2.4), there exist smooth functions U ′i and V
′
i such
that ∂viR = 〈u,U ′i〉 and ∂uiR = 〈v, V ′i 〉 with U ′i(0, 0) = 0 and V ′i (0, 0) = 0. Therefore,
we see that some c > 0 exists such that
(λn + cr)̺ ≥ ˙̺ ≥ (λ1 − cr)̺,
−(λn + cr)ρ ≤ ρ˙ ≤ −(λ1 − cr)ρ
holds along each orbit ΦtH(u, v) lying B2r. By Gron¨well’s inequality one has
(2.10)
̺(0)e(λn+cr)t ≥ ̺(t) ≥ ̺(0)e(λ1−cr)t,
ρ(0)e−(λn+cr)t ≤ ρ(t) ≤ ρ(0)e−(λ1−cr)t.
Let G′ = ∪−E0≤E≤E0GΦ∗E,rF . Because of the property ∂u1H(z+r ) = λ1r(1+O(r)) > 0
and Lemma 2.5, there exists some δ′ > 0 such that πuG′ ⊃ {|u| ≤ δ′}. We consider
the set
ΦtG′ = {ΦtH(z) : z ∈ G′, |ΦsH(z)| ≤ 2r, ∀ s ∈ [0, t]}.
Notice that ΦtG′ may not be the same as ΦtHG′, one has ΦtG′ ( ΦtHG′ for large t. It
follows from (2.10) that some t1 ≤ 1λ1−cr (ln 2r − ln δ′) exists such that for t ≥ t1 one
has πuΦtG′ = {|u| ≤ 2r} and πvΦtG′ ⊆ {v : |v| ≤ δ′2r}. The set ∪t≥t1ΦtG′ intersects
Ur ⊂ Σ−r on an n-dimensional strip
Πr = Ur ∩ (∪t≥t1ΦtG′).
Lemma 2.7. Let zE(t) = (uE(t), vE(t)) be an orbit of Φ
t
H lying in the set H
−1(E)
with small |E| > 0, let tE > 0 be the number such that zE(±tE) ∈ ∂Br and zE(t) ∈ Br
∀ t ∈ [−tE , tE]. If the boundary values uE(tE) = (u1(tE), · · · , un(tE)) and vE(−tE) =
(v1(−tE), · · · , vn(−tE)) satisfy the condition |u1(tE)| ≥ |uˆ(tE)|, |v1(−tE)| ≥ |vˆ(−tE)|
and |u1(tE)| = |v1(tE)| = r then
1) E > 0 if v1(−tE)u1(tE) > 0 and E < 0 if v1(−tE)u1(tE) < 0;
2) some constant cE > 0 exists, uniformly bounded as |E| → 0 such that
(2.11)
1
λ1
ln
1
|E| + 2 ln r − cE ≤ 2tE ≤
1
λ1
ln
1
|E| + 2 ln r + cE .
holds for suitably small |E| > 0.
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that H(z) > 0 for any z ∈ Πr, we shall present its proof
in the end of this section.
Lemma 2.8. Let ΠE,r = Πr ∩H−1(E), then πuΠE,r ⊇ {|uˆ − uˆ−r | ≤ r} holds for all
E ∈ (0, E0].
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Proof. It follows from |uˆ−r | = o(r) that uˆ ∈ {|uˆ− uˆ−r | ≤ r} ⊂ {|u| ≤ 2r}. So, we have
πuΦtG′ ∩ Σ−r ⊇ {|uˆ − uˆ−r | ≤ r}, namely, for any uˆ ∈ {|uˆ − uˆ−r | ≤ r} some v = v(uˆ, t)
such that (r, uˆ, v) ∈ πuΦtG′ provided t ≥ t1. Because of (2.11), some c > 1 exists such
that
c−1r2λ1e−λ1t ≤ H(r, uˆ, v) ≤ cr2λ1e−λ1t.
Therefore, we have H(r, uˆ, v(uˆ, t)) → 0 as t → ∞. Let E0 = c−1r2λ1e−λ1t1 , then for
any E ∈ (0, E0], there exists v such that (r, uˆ, v) ∈ πuΦtG′ and H(r, uˆ, v) = E. 
With the initial position in zE(0) ∈ SE,r, we assume that the orbit arrives at the
section UE,r after a time tz. By applying Lemma 2.7, we see that tz = 2tE is controlled
by (2.11). It follows from (2.10) that |vE(tz)| ≤ |vE(0)|e−(λ1−cr)tz ≤ cr3−2c′rE1−c′r.
It verifies (2.9). The proof of Lemma 2.6 is completed. 
The arguments also apply to the case of negative energy. Let U−r = ∪EUE,−r where
UE,−r ⊂ {u1 = −r}∩H−1(E) is defined such that πˆUE,−r = {|uˆ− uˆ−−r| ≤ δ, |vˆ− vˆ−−r| ≤
δ}. In this case, the set ∪t≥t1ΦtVr also intersects U−r on a (2n− 1)-dimensional strip
Π−r = U−r ∩ (∪t≥t1Vr), it follows from Lemma 2.7 that H(z) < 0 for any z ∈ Π−r.
Therefore, each SE,r with small E < 0 also maps to ΠE,r which satisfies the condition
ΠE,r = {|uˆ − uˆ−−r| ≤ r}. It implies the existence of some small E′0 > 0 such that for
E ∈ [−E′0, 0) one has
(2.12) πuΦE,r,−r(GΦ∗
E,r
F ∩ SE,r) ⊃ πuUE,−r, πvΦE,r,−rSE,r ⊂ πvUE,−r.
Figure 2. The image of UE,r under ΦE,r.rΦE,r intersects itself.
In the rest of this paper, we always use c, c′, ci to denote positive constants inde-
pendent of E and r. They may be differently valued in different places if there is no
danger of confusion.
As the second step to find periodic orbit, we establish the contraction property of
the graph transformation. It is induced by the map ΦE = ΦE,r,rΦE,r for E > 0. Given
a map F ∈ C1(πuπˆUE,r, πvπˆUE,r), we have a subset GF = graphF ∩ UE,r.
Proposition 2.9. Some E0 > 0 exists such that for each E ∈ (0, E0], there exists a
C1-map FE ∈ C1(πuUˆδ, πvUˆδ) satisfying the condition ΦˆEGFE ⊇ GFE . Moreover, the
inverse of ΦˆE, when it is restricted on GFE , is a contraction map.
Proof. It is proved by Banach’s fixed point theorem. We recall the outer map ΦE,r:
UE,r → VE,r and the inner map ΦE,r,r: SE,r ⊆ VE,r → UE,r. Their projections ΦˆE,r,
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ΦˆE,r,r, are well defined such that ΦˆE,r(πˆz) = πˆΦE,r(z) and ΦˆE,r,r(πˆz) = πˆΦE,r,r(z).
By applying the following lemma, of which the proof is postponed to the end of this
section, we claim that the map ΦE induces a transformation F ∈ F → Φ∗EF ∈ F .
Lemma 2.10. For (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ−1 and z ∈ SE,r, let (ξ∗uˆ, ξ∗vˆ) = dΦˆE,r,r(zˆ)(ξuˆ, ξvˆ). Then,
there exist constants c, c′ > 0 such that
(2.13) |ξ∗uˆ| ≥ e(λ2−cr)tz |ξuˆ|, |ξ∗vˆ | ≤ c′re−(λ1−cr)tz tz|ξ∗uˆ|
where tz is the time when Φ
tz
Hz ∈ {u1 = r} and ΦtHz /∈ {u1 = r} for t ∈ [0, tz). For
any (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ+1 and z ∈ SE,r, let (ξ⋆uˆ, ξ⋆vˆ) = dΦˆ−1E,r,r(ΦtzH(zˆ))(ξuˆ, ξvˆ), one has
(2.14) |ξvˆ| ≤ e−(λ2−cr)tz |ξ⋆vˆ |, |ξ⋆uˆ| ≤ c′re−(λ1−cr)tz tz|ξ⋆vˆ |.
Recall the set of maps F = {F ∈ C1(πuUˆδ, πvUˆδ) : ‖DF‖ ≤ η}, we set η ≤ λ2M .
Applying Lemma 2.10 we find that each tangent vector (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ TzˆGF is mapped by
dΦˆE,r to a vector (ξ
∗
uˆ, ξ
∗
vˆ) ∈ Kˆ−η∗ with η∗ = (1+η)Mλ−Mη . Therefore, ΦˆE,r maps the graph
GF to a graph over πuΦˆE,rGF , denoted by GΦ∗
E,r
F .
Lemma 2.11. Restricted on πˆSE,r ⊆ πˆVE,r, the graph ΦˆE,rGF is mapped by ΦˆE,r,r to
a graph GF ′ satisfying the condition πuGF ′ ⊃ {|uˆ| ≤ r} and F ′|πuUˆδ ∈ F .
Proof. For each zˆ ∈ πˆSE,r we consider each tangent vector (ξ′uˆ, ξ′vˆ) ∈ TzˆΦˆE,rGF . Since
F ∈ F , (ξ′uˆ, ξ′vˆ) ∈ K−1η∗ . Let (ξ∗uˆ, ξ∗vˆ) = dΦˆE,r,r(zˆ)(ξ′uˆ, ξ′vˆ). Since tz is bounded by the
estimate (2.11), it follows from the second estimate in (2.13) that
(2.15) |ξ∗vˆ | ≤ c′re−(λ1−cr)tz tz|ξ∗uˆ| ≤ c′r1−2(λ1−cr)| lnE||E|
λ1−cr
λ1 |ξ∗uˆ|.
Since | lnE||E|
λ1−cr
λ1 → 0 as E → 0, it implies that the set ΦˆE,r,rΦˆE,rGF is also a graph,
almost horizontal in the sense that each tangent vector lies in Kˆ−α with α = O(|E|).
The graph ΦˆE,rGF induces a map uˆ → vˆ = F ′(uˆ) such that (uˆ, F ′(uˆ)) ∈ ΦˆE,rGF ,
with which we are able to define a map ΨE : πu(ΦˆE,rGF ∩ SˆE,r)→ Rn−1uˆ such that
ΨE(uˆ) = πuΦˆE,r,r(uˆ, F
′(uˆ))
and obtain the expansion property from the first estimate in (2.13) with (2.11)
|dΨE(uˆ)ξuˆ| ≥ e(λ2−cr)tz |ξuˆ| ≥ c′r2(λ2−cr)|E|−
λ2−cr
λ1 |ξuˆ|.
It guarantees ΨEπu(ΦˆE,rGF ∩ SˆE,r) ⊃ πuUδ if E is suitably small. Indeed, any ball in
Rn−1uˆ with small radius ρ is mapped by Ψ
−1
E back into a ball with radius not larger
than O(|E|(λ2−cr)/λ1ρ) while the size of πuΦˆE,rGF is bounded from below uniformly
in E. Thus, the set ΦEGF is a graph of some map F ′ ∈ C1(πuUδ,Rn−1), i.e. the map
ΦE induces a transformation F → F ′ = Φ∗EF such that ΦEGF = GF ′ . For small E,
(2.15) implies that ‖F ′‖ ≤ η, namely, F ′ ∈ F . 
We claim that the transformation Φ∗E is a contraction in C
0-topology. Given two
maps F1 and F2, we assume that maxuˆ∈πuπˆΦEΦ−1E,rSE,r |Φ
∗
EF1(uˆ)−Φ∗EF2(uˆ)| is achieved
at a point uˆ′. Let (ξ⋆uˆ, ξ
⋆
vˆ) = dΦˆ
−1
E,r,r(uˆ
′,Φ∗EF1(uˆ
′))(0, ξ′vˆ) with ξ
′
vˆ = (F2−F1)(uˆ′). Since
tz is bounded by (2.11), by applying Lemma 2.10 we obtain that
|ξ′vˆ| ≤ cr−2(λ2−cr)|E|
λ2−cr
λ1 |ξ⋆vˆ |, |ξ⋆uˆ| ≤ c′r1−2(λ1−cr)| lnE||E|
λ1−cr
λ1 |ξ⋆vˆ |,
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i.e. (ξ⋆uˆ, ξ
⋆
vˆ) ∈ Kˆ+α with α = O(|E|). Let (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) be a vector such that dΦˆE,r(ξuˆ, ξvˆ) =
(ξ⋆uˆ, ξ
⋆
vˆ). By applying Lemma 2.5 one has (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ+α∗ with α∗ = (1+O(|E|))Mλ−O(|E|)M .
Let (uˆi, vˆi) = Φˆ
−1
E (uˆ
′,Φ∗EFi(uˆ
′)) for i = 1, 2, then vˆi = Fi(uˆi). The demonstration
right above shows (uˆ1−uˆ2, F1(uˆ1)−F2(uˆ2)) ∈ K+α∗ , i.e. |uˆ1−uˆ2| ≤ α∗|F1(uˆ1)−F2(uˆ2)|.
‖DFi‖ ≤ η ≤ λ2M ,
|F1(uˆ1)− F2(uˆ1)| = |F1(uˆ1)− F2(uˆ2) + F2(uˆ2)− F2(uˆ1)|
≥ |F1(uˆ1)− F2(uˆ2)| − η|uˆ1 − uˆ2|
≥ (1− ηα∗)|F1(uˆ1)− F2(uˆ2)|.
By the definition, one has 0 < ηα∗ < 1. Applying the first estimate in (2.14) one has
‖Φ∗EF1 − Φ∗EF2‖ = max
uˆ∈πuπˆΦEΦ−1E,rSE,r
|Φ∗EF1(uˆ)− Φ∗EF2(uˆ)|
≤ e−(λ2−cr)tz |F1(uˆ1)− F2(uˆ2)|
≤ (1− ηα∗)−1e−(λ2−cr)tz‖F1 − F2‖,
i.e. the map is a contraction when tz is large, it corresponds to small |E|. Hence, the
map ΦE induces a contraction map Φ
∗
E: F → F . Banach’s fixed point theorem leads
to the existence of a unique invariant FE ∈ F , it is of course C1-smooth.
The contraction property of Φ−1E |GFE is shown by checking the expansion property
of ΦE. For (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ K−η , Lemma 2.5 implies (ξ∗uˆ, ξ∗vˆ) ∈ K−η∗ with |ξ∗uˆ| ≥ (λ− ηM)|ξuˆ|.
Hence, |dΦE(ξuˆ, ξvˆ)| ≥ e(λ2−cr)tz(λ− ηM)|(ξuˆ, ξvˆ)| is got from (2.13). For large tz one
has e−(λ2−cr)tz(λ− ηM)−1 < 1. The proof of Theorem 2.9 is finished. 
Theorem 2.12. Some E0 > 0 exists such that for each E ∈ (0, E0] there is a periodic
orbit z+E (t) ⊂ H−1(E) entirely lying in the vicinity of z+(t).
Proof. Due to Proposition 2.9 and Banach’s fixed point theorem, there is a fixed point
zE,r of ΦE in GFE , since the map Φ−1E is a contraction when it is restricted on GFE . 
What remains to complete this section is the proof for the technical lemmas applied
before. We now do it.
Proof of Lemma 2.7. We write zE(t) = (uE(t), vE(t)) with uE(t) = (u1(t), · · · , un(t))
and vE(t) = (v1(t), · · · , vn(t)). By the method of variation of constants, we see that
the solution of the Hamilton equation generated by H satisfies the equation
(2.16) ui(t) = e
λit(ui,0 + Fu,i), vi(t) = e
−λit(vi,0 − Fv,i),
for i = 1, · · · , n, u0i and v0i are the initial value and
F−u,i =
∫ t
0
e−λis∂viR(u(s), v(s))ds, F
+
v,i =
∫ t
0
eλis∂uiR(u(s), v(s))ds.
If (u(t), v(t)) ∈ B2nr for t ∈ [−tE, tE ], it follows from an improved Hartman-Grobman
Theorem that there is a conjugacy h between ΦtH and e
diag(Λ,−Λ)t such that
ΦtH(u, v) = h
−1ediag(Λ,−Λ)th(u, v),
where Λ = diag(λ1, · · · , λn). Moreover, if writing h = id + f and h−1 = id + g, we
obtain from Theorem 1.1 of [vS] that f = O(‖(u, v)‖1+ν ) and g = O(‖(u, v)‖1+ν ) with
ν > 0, since H is assumed to be at least C3-smooth.
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Let f = (fu, fv), g = (gu, gv) and fu = (fu,1 · · · , fu,n). The principle of notation
for fu also applies to fv, gu, gv . Let u0 = (u1,0 · · · , un,0) and v0 = (v1,0 · · · , vn,0), then
(2.17)
u(t) = eΛt(u0 + fu) + gu(e
Λt(u0 + fu), e
−Λt(v0 + fv)),
v(t) = e−Λt(v0 + fv) + gv(eΛt(u0 + fu), e−Λt(v0 + fv)).
Setting t = tE in the first equation of (2.17) and setting t = −tE in the second we
obtain
(2.18)
|ui,0 + fu,i(u0, v0)| = e−λitE
(
ui(tE)− gu,i(eΛtE (u0 + fu), e−ΛtE (v0 + fv))
)
,
|vi,0 + fv,i(u0, v0)| = e−λitE
(
vi(−tE)− gv,i(e−ΛtE (u0 + fu), eΛtE (v0 + fv))
)
.
Since g = O(‖(u, v)‖1+ν ), |eΛtE (u0+ fu)| ≤ 2r, |e−ΛtE (v0+ fv)| ≤ 2r, |u1(tE)| = r and
|v1(−tE)| = r, one has
|u1,0 + fu,1(u0, v0)| ≥ r(1−O(r))e−λ1tE ,
|v1,0 + fv,1(u0, v0)| ≥ r(1−O(r))e−λ1tE ,
|ui,0 + fu,i(u0, v0)| ≤ O(r)e−λitE , ∀ i ≥ 2
|vi,0 + fv,i(u0, v0)| ≤ O(r)e−λitE .
Since f = O(‖(u, v)‖1+ν ) and λi > λ1, we obtain from these estimates that
|u1,0| ≥ 1
2
re−λ1tE , |v1,0| ≥ 1
2
re−λ1tE ,
|ui,0| ≤ O(r)e−λ¯ℓtE , |vi,0| ≤ O(r)e−λ¯ℓtE , ∀ i ≥ 2.
where λ¯i = min{2λ1, λi}, provided tE is suitably large. Substituting (u(t), v(t)) into
H, we obtain a constraint for the initial values
H(u(0), v(0)) =
n∑
i=1
λiui,0vi,0 +R(ui,0, vi,0)
=
1
4
sign(u1,0v1,0)λ1r
2e−2λ1tE +O(e−2µtE )
where µ = min{32λ1, λ¯2} > λ1. Taking logarithm on both sides we find some constant
cE > 0 exists, uniformly bounded as E → 0, such that (2.11) holds, from which we
see that tE is large if |E| is small and sign(E) = sign(v1(−tE)u1(tE)). 
Proof of Lemma 2.10. We study the differential of the map ΦtH through the variational
equation along an orbit z(t) of the Hamiltonian flow ΦtH . In the coordinates (u, v) let
ξ = (ξu, ξv) = (δu, δv), the equation takes the form
(2.19) ξ˙ = A(t)ξ,
where the 2n× 2n matrix A(t) = diag{Λ,−Λ}+ P (u(t), v(t)), Λ = diag{λ1, · · · , λn}.
Let Ψ(t) be the fundamental matrix of the variational equation such that Ψ(0) = I.
Be aware that R(z) = O(‖z‖3) in (2.5), each element of P (u(t), v(t)) is bounded by
cr for |z(t)| ≤ r. For α > 0, we consider the cone
K−α,k ={(ξu, ξv) ∈ R2n : α|(ξuk+1,··· ,ξun )| ≥ |(ξu1 , · · · , ξuk , ξv)|},
K−α ={(ξu, ξv) ∈ R2n : α|ξu| ≥ |ξv|}.
Lemma 2.13. Assume z(s) ∈ Br for s ∈ [0, t], then ∃ αr > 0 with αr → 0 as r → 0
such that for α ∈ [αr, 1], the cones K−α,k and K−α are all invariant for Ψ(t) with t > 0.
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Proof. To consider the cone K−α,k, we introduce the polar-spherical coordinates
ξui = ̺
′Φi(φ), i = k + 1, · · · , n,
ξui = ρ
′Ψi(ψ), i = 1, · · · , k
ξvi = ρ
′Ψi+k(ψ), i = 1, · · · , n.
where
∑
Φ2i = 1 for φ ∈ Sn−k and
∑
Ψ2i = 1 for ψ ∈ Sn+k. We obtain from Equation
(2.19) that
(2.20)
˙̺′ = ̺′
n∑
i=k+1
λiΦ
2
i + U
′
̺̺
′ + U ′ρρ
′ > (λk+1 − cr)̺′ − crρ′,
ρ˙′ = ρ′(
k∑
i=1
λiΨ
2
i −
n∑
i=1
λiΨ
2
i+k) + V
′
̺̺
′ + V ′ρρ
′ < (λk + cr)ρ′ + cr̺′
where U ′̺ , U ′ρ, V ′̺ and V ′ρ depend on z(t) = (u(t), v(t)), φ and ψ. |U ′̺ |, |U ′ρ|, |V ′̺| and |V ′ρ|
are all bounded by cr if |z(t)| ≤ r. So in K−α,k, ˙̺′ ≥ (λk+1 − (1 + α)cr)̺′ and on the
boundary of K−α,k one has ρ˙
′ ≤ (λk + (1 + 1α)cr)ρ′. It guarantees that α ˙̺′ > ρ˙′ holds
on the boundary of K−α,k if λk+1− (1+α)cr > λk+(1+ 1α)cr, i.e. 1α+α <
λk+1−λk
cr −2.
Since λk+1 > λk and r > 0 is small, there exist positive numbers αˆ
−
r < αˆ
+
r such that
1
α+α <
λk+1−λk
cr −2 holds for all α ∈ (αˆ−r , αˆ+r ). In this case, the cone K−α,k is invariant.
Since λk+1 > λk, r is chosen suitably small, one has αˆ
+
r = O(r
−1) and αˆ−r = O(r).
For the cone K−α = K
−
α,0, we also introduce the polar-spherical coordinates
ξui = ̺Φi(φ), ξvi = ρΨi(ψ), i = 1, · · · , n,
where
∑
Φ2i = 1 for φ ∈ Sn and
∑
Ψ2i = 1 for ψ ∈ Sn. In this case, we have
(2.21)
˙̺ = ̺Σni=1λiΦ
2
i + U̺̺+ Uρρ > (λ1 − cr)̺− crρ,
ρ˙ = −ρΣni=1λiΨ2i + V̺̺+ Vρρ < −(λ1 − cr)ρ+ cr̺.
For α ∈ ( crλ1−cr , λ1cr−1), it holds on the boundary ofK−α that ˙̺ > 0 and ρ˙ < 0. It implies
thatK−α is invariant. Therefore, for each α ∈ (max{αˆ−r , crλ1−cr},min{αˆ+r ,
λ1
cr−1}), both
K−α,k and K
−
α are invariant. 
Lemma 2.14. If ξ = (ξu, ξv) ∈ TzV ±E with small |E|, then ξu1 , ξv1 = o(|(ξuˆ, ξvˆ|) and
(ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ−1 implies that (ξu, ξv) ∈ K−1,1 ∩K−1 .
Proof. By the definition, the coordinates of z = (u, v) ∈ VE,±r takes the form v1 = r,
|uˆ| = o(r), |vˆ| = o(r) and ∑λiuivi + 〈R1,1(u, v)u, v〉 = E where R1,1(z) = O(|z|). As
ξ = (ξu, ξv) is tangent to V
±
E at z, one has ξv1 = 0 and
(2.22)
n∑
i=1
λi(uiξvi + viξui) + 〈Ru(u, v), ξu〉+ 〈Rv(u, v), ξv〉 = 0.
whereRu(u, v), Rv(u, v) = O(|z|2). For small |E|, v1 = ±
√
2λ1r+o(r). Since |ui|,|vi| =
o(r) for i ≥ 2, it follows from (2.22) that |ξu1 | = o(|ξuˆ|, |ξvˆ|). Thus, a vector (ξu, ξv) ∈
TzV
±
E with (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ−α implies that (ξu, ξv) ∈ K−α,1 ∩K−α . 
Due to the properties ∂uiR(u, 0) = 0 and ∂viR(0, v) = 0, the terms V̺ and Uρ in
(2.21) satisfy the condition that Vr/|v(t)| and Uρ/|u(t)| are bounded as |v(t)| → 0,
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|u(t)| → 0 respectively. Since |vE(t)| ≤ |vE(0)|e−(λ1−cr)t with |vE(0)| = O(r) cf.
(2.10), we find from the second equation in (2.21) that some c1 > 0 exists such that
ρ˙ ≤ −(λ1 − cr)ρ+ c1re−(λ1−cr)t̺(t).
By a variant of the Gron¨well inequality we obtain
ρ(t) ≤ e−(λ1−cr)t
{
ρ(0) + c1r
∫ t
0
̺(s)ds
}
≤ ρ(0)e−(λ1−cr)t + c1r max
s∈[0,t]
̺(s)te−(λ1−cr)t.
For (ξu, ξv) ∈ K−α with α ≤ 1, we reduce from the first inequality of (2.21) that ˙̺ > 0.
In this case, maxs∈[0,t] ̺(s) = ̺(t). Notice that ‖ξu‖ = ̺ and ‖ξv‖ = ρ we get from
the inequality right above that
(2.23)
|ξv(t)|
|ξu(t)| ≤ c2re
−(λ1−cr)tt, for t > 0.
To control the growth of |ξu1(t)| we make use of Formula (2.20). For (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ−1 , we
obtain from Lemma 2.14 that (ξu, ξv) ∈ K−1,1∩K−1 if (ξu, ξv) ∈ TzSE,±r. Consequently,
we have ˙̺′ > (λ2 − 2cr)̺′, through which we induce from (2.20) that
(2.24)
dρ′
d̺′
=
ρ˙′
˙̺′
≤ λ1 + cr
λ2 − 2cr
ρ′
̺′
+
cr
λ2 − 2cr .
Thus, the initial condition ρ′(0) ≤ α̺′(0) with α ≤ 1 leads to the relation dρ′d̺′ ≤ 1, i.e.
ρ˙′(t) ≤ ˙̺′(t) holds for all t ≥ 0. So, that |ξu1(t)| ≤ ρ′(t) ≤ ̺′(t) = |ξuˆ(t)| leads to
(2.25)
|ξvˆ(t)|
|ξuˆ(t)| ≤
|ξv(t)|
|ξu(t)| , ∀ (ξu(0), ξv(0)) ∈ TzSE,±r, (ξuˆ(0), ξvˆ(0)) ∈ Kˆ
−
1 .
Since (ξu, ξv) ∈ K−1,1, it follows from the first inequality of (2.20) that
(2.26) ̺′(t) ≥ ̺′(0)e(λ2−2cr)t.
By a variable substitution ρ′ = s̺′
λ1+cr
λ2−2cr , we obtain from (2.24) that s(t) and ̺ satisfy
the inequality dsd̺′ ≤ crλ2−2cr̺′−(λ1+cr)/(λ2−2cr). Consequently, we have
(2.27)
ρ′(t) ≤ cr
λ2 − λ1 − 3cr̺
′(t) + c′̺′(t)
λ1+cr
λ2−2cr
=
( cr
λ2 − λ1 − 3cr + c
′̺′(t)−
λ2−λ1−3cr
λ2−2cr
)
̺′(t)
where the constant c′ > 0 is chosen such that it holds for t = 0. Because λ2 > λ1, we
have λ2 − λ1 − 3cr > 0 for small r > 0. For large t, it follows from (2.27) that for tz
lower bounded by (2.11) with small E
(2.28) |(ξu1 , ξv)(tz)| ≤ c3r|ξuˆ(tz)|.
Next, let us establish the relation between the differential of ΦE,r,r and of Φ
t
H . Let
XH = (Xu1 ,Xu2 , · · ·Xun ,Xv1 ,Xv2 , · · ·Xvn) denote the Hamiltonian field, then
Lemma 2.15. Let ξ = (0, ξuˆ, ξv1 , ξvˆ) ∈ TzVE,r and assume ΦtH(z) ∈ UE,r, then
dΦE,r,r(z)ξ = dΦ
t
H(z)ξ + νXH(Φ
t
H(z))
where ν = −ξ′u1X−1u1 (ΦtH(z)) if we write dΦtH(z)ξ = (ξ′u1 , ξ′uˆ, ξ′v1 , ξ′vˆ).
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Proof. Emanating from the points z, z′ ∈ V ±E , the trajectories arrive at the set U±E
after the time t and t′ respectively. One has t′− t→ 0 if z′ → z. We have the identity
Φt
′
H(z
′)− ΦtH(z) = Φt
′
H(z
′)− ΦtH(z′) + ΦtH(z′)− ΦtH(z)
= Φt
′−t
H Φ
t
H(z
′)− ΦtH(z′) + dΦtH(z)(z′ − z) +O(|z′ − z|2))
= XH(Φ
t
H(z
′))(t′ − t) + dΦtH(z)(z′ − z) +O(|z′ − z|2, |t′ − t|2).
Since the u1-component of Φ
t′
H(z
′) − ΦtH(z) vanishes and the u1-component of XH is
non-zero, the number ν is uniquely defined such that the lemma holds. 
To apply the lemma, we denote by ξ′ = dΦtzH(z)ξ = (ξ
′
u1 , ξ
′
uˆ, ξ
′
v1 , ξ
′
vˆ). Since the initial
vector (ξu, ξv) ∈ TzVE, it follows from Lemma 2.14 that (ξu, ξv) ∈ K−α,1∩K−α provided
(ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ−α . In this case, we get from (2.28) that |ξ′u1 | ≤ O(r)|ξ′uˆ|. Be aware the
special form of R in (2.5) The Hamiltonian vector field of H takes the form
Xui = λiui(1 +O(r)), Xvi = −λivi(1 +O(r)).
For each z ∈ ΦE,r,rV +E , one has |u1| = λ1r, |uˆ| = o(r), |v| ≤ O(r)e−(λ1−cr)tz and
|Xui(z)|
|Xu1(z)|
≤ O(r), |Xvi(z)||Xu1(z)|
≤ c′e−(λ1−cr)tz , ∀ i ≥ 2.
Applying Lemma 2.15 to our situation, we find νXuˆ = −ξ′u1 XuˆXu1 and νXvˆ = −ξ
′
u1
Xvˆ
Xu1
.
Recall the notation (ξ∗uˆ, ξ
∗
vˆ) = dΦˆE,r,r(ξuˆ, ξvˆ) and in view of (2.27)
|ξ∗uˆ| = (1 + o(r))|ξ′uˆ|, |ξ∗vˆ | ≤ (1 +O(r)e−(λ1−cr)tz)|ξ′vˆ |,
with which and (2.26) we get the first estimate in (2.13), with (2.23) and (2.25) we
get the second one in (2.13). The estimates in (2.14) can be proved in a similar way.
The proof of Lemma 2.10 is completed. 
3. Continuation of periodic orbit with negative energy
The Hamiltonian (1.1) is symmetric for the operation s : (x, y)→ (x,−y). With the
homoclinic orbit z+(t) we studied in the last section, one obtains another homoclinic
orbit z−(t) = sz+(−t). Such a symmetry may be destroyed during the transforma-
tion introduced in the proof of Proposition 2.1. However, the Hamiltonian flow ΦtH
still admits two homoclinic orbits z+(t) and z−(t) such that [z+(t)] = −[z−(t)], the
hypotheses (H2) and (H4) hold.
Recall Σ−±r = {u1 = ±r}, Σ+±r = {v1 = ±r} and Σ±E,±r = H−1(E) ∩ Σ±±r. The
homoclinic orbit z+(t) intersects the sections at the points z+r and z
−
r , the orbit z
−(t)
intersects the sections at the points z−−r and z
+
−r respectively. In (u, v)-coordinate,
z−±r = (±r, uˆ−±r, v−±r), z+±r = (u+±r,±r, vˆ+±r).
Definition 3.1. For small δ > 0, let UE,±r ⊂ H−1(E) ∩ Σ−±r be the subset such that
πˆUE,±r = {|uˆ− uˆ−±r| ≤ δ, |vˆ − vˆ−±r| ≤ δ}.
Let SE,±r ⊆ ΦE,±rUE,±r be the set such that the inner map is well defined.
In contrast with the outer map ΦE,±r which is well-defined for any E ∈ [−E0, E0],
the inner map ΦE,r,r is valid only for E > 0. Forced by Lemma 2.7, we get inner maps
ΦE,r,−r and ΦE,−r,r for small E < 0.
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Similar to the inner map ΦE,r,±r, the inner map ΦE,−r,r: SE,−r → Σ−E,r is defined
as follows: for z ∈ SE,−r, the orbit ΦtH(z) remains in Br(0) until it arrives at a point
z′ ∈ Σ−E,r, we set ΦE,−r,r(z) = z′. Due to Lemma 2.7, the energy E must be negative.
We also define the projection of the maps such that πˆΦE,±r,∓r(z) = ΦˆE,±r,∓r(zˆ). As
a convention of notation, the selection of + in ± leads to the selection of − in ∓, e.g.
there are only two cases for ΦE,±r,∓r, either ΦE,r,−r or ΦE,−r,r because E < 0.
We have the following results similar to Proposition 2.6 plus Lemma 2.10. The proof
is also almost the same. Recall the definition of the cones Kˆ±α , K
±
α,1 and K
±
α . In the
proof of Lemma 2.10, the range for α is defined, α ∈ (max{αˆ−r , crλ1−cr},min{αˆ+r ,
λ1
cr −
1}), both K−α,1 and K−α are all invariant. Notice that max{αˆ−r , crλ1−cr} → 0 as r → 0.
Proposition 3.2. Some small E0 > 0 exists such that for any E ∈ [−E0, 0), the map
ΦE,±r,∓r expands SE,±r in uˆ-component such that ΦE,±r,∓rSE,±r covers {|uˆ−uˆ−∓r| ≤ r}
in the sense
(3.1) πuπˆΦE,±r,∓rSE,±r ⊇ {|uˆ− uˆ−∓r| ≤ r},
and it contracts SE,±r in the vˆ-component such that for λ¯ = min{λ2 − cr, 2λ1 − cr)}
(3.2) πvπˆ(ΦE,±r,∓rSE,±r ∩ UE,∓r) ⊆ {|vˆ − vˆ−∓r| ≤ cr3−2c
′r|E|1−c′r}.
The differential of the map ΦˆE,±r,∓r is hyperbolic. For (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) ∈ Kˆ−α with zˆ ∈ SˆE,±r,
let (ξ∗uˆ, ξ
∗
vˆ) = dΦˆE,±r,∓r(zˆ)(ξuˆ, ξvˆ). Then there exist constants c, c
′ > 0 such that
(3.3) |ξ∗uˆ| ≥ e(λ2−cr)tz |ξuˆ|, |ξ∗vˆ | ≤ c′re−(λ1−cr)tz tz|ξ∗uˆ|
where tz is the time for Φ
tz
Hz arrives at {u1 = ∓r}.
Proof. The set SE,±r is treated as a union of the graphs GΦ∗
E,r
F , the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.6 applies here. The proof of (3.1) is contained in the proof of (2.8) in Proposition
2.6, see (2.12). That E < 0 implies u1(tE)v1(−tE) = −r2. The proof of (3.2) is the
same as (2.9). The estimates in (3.3) are proved in Lemma 2.10. 
With the property established in Proposition 3.2, we are able to construct a Smale
horseshoe shown in the following figure
Figure 3. Smale horseshoe for E < 0.
According to Proposition 3.2, the set Φ−1E,rSE,r ⊆ UE,r is mapped by ΦE,r,−rΦE,r to
a set which intersects the set UE,−r in the way such that πuπˆΦE,r,−rSE,r ⊃ πuπˆUE,−r
and πvπˆ(ΦE,r,−rSE,r ∩ UE,−r) ⊂ {|vˆ| ≤ cr3−2c′r|E|1−c′r}.
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Next, we consider how the map ΦE,−r acts on the set ΦE,r,−rSE,r. Because of the
transversal intersection property (H2), we have det(A11(z)) 6= 0 (cf. Lemma 2.5) if
we write
dΦˆE,−r =
[
A11(E, z) A12(E, z)
A21(E, z) A22(E, z)
]
, for z ∈ UE,−r.
For (ξuˆ, ξvˆ) such that |ξuˆ| ≫ |ξvˆ|, there exists some η > 0 such that |ξ∗uˆ| ≥ η|ξ∗vˆ | if we
write (ξ∗uˆ, ξ
∗
vˆ) = dΦE,−r(ξuˆ, ξvˆ). It implies that some δ > 0 exists such that
πuπˆΦE,−r(ΦE,r,−rSE,r ∩ UE,−r) ⊇ {|uˆ| ≤ δ}.
So, in the same way to prove (3.1) and (3.2), one can see that there exists some set
SE,−r ⊆ ΦE,−r(ΦE,r,−rSE,r ∩ UE,−r)
so that πuπˆΦE,−r,rSE,−r ⊇ πuπˆUE,r and πvπˆΦE,−r,rSE,−r ⊆ {|vˆ| ≤ cr3−2c′r|E|1−c′r}.
Let ΦE = ΦE,−r,rΦE,−rΦE,r,−rΦE,r.
Theorem 3.3. There exists E0 > 0 such that for each E ∈ [−E0, 0), there exists a C1-
map FE ∈ C1(πuπˆUE,r, πvπˆUE,r) satisfying the condition GFE ⊆ ΦEGFE . Restricted
on GFE the inverse of ΦE is a contraction map. Consequently, there is a fixed point
zE,r of ΦE lying in GFE .
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 2.9, let F± = {F ∈ C1(πuπˆUE,±r, πvπˆUE,±r) :
‖DF‖ ≤ η} be a set of maps with suitably small η > 0. By applying the proof of
Proposition 2.9, we see that the map ΦE,r,−rΦE,r induces a transformation F ∈ F+ →
(ΦE,r,−rΦE,r)∗F ∈ F− such that ΦE,r,−rΦE,rGF = G(ΦE,r,−rΦE,r)∗F and
‖(ΦE,r,−rΦE,r)∗F1 − (ΦE,r,−rΦE,r)∗F2‖ < µ‖F1 − F2‖
holds for any two maps F1, F2 ∈ F with 0 < µ < 1.
In the same reason, we see that the map ΦE,−r,rΦE,−r also induces a transformation
F ∈ F− → (ΦE,−r,rΦE,−r)∗F ∈ F+ such that ΦE,−r,rΦE,−rGF = G(ΦE,−r,rΦE,−r)∗F is
a contraction map also. Since ΦE is the composition of the two maps ΦE,−r,rΦE,−r
and ΦE,r,−rΦE,r, it induces a transformation on F : F → Φ∗EF which is obviously a
contraction map either. Therefore, there exists a unique fixed point FE of the map
Φ∗E. Restricted on the graph of FE , the inverse map Φ
−1
E is also contracting.
By Banach’s fixed point theorem, ΦE has a unique fixed point zE,r in the graph
GFE . It corresponds to a periodic orbit zE(t) on negative energy level set H−1(E). 
4. Periodic orbit with compound type homology class
The continuation of periodic orbits takes place not only from single homoclinic orbit
but also from a compound of homoclinic orbits.
Theorem 4.1. Assume k pairs of homoclinic orbits {z±1 (t), · · · , z±k (t)} satisfying the
hypotheses (H1,H2). There exist E0 > 0 such that for each E ∈ (0, E0] there exists a
unique periodic orbit z+E (t) (z
−
E (t) resp.) which shadows the orbits {z+1 (t), · · · , z+k (t)}
({z−k (t), · · · , z−1 (t)} resp.) in the prescribed order. As a subset in Tn × Rn depending
on E, ∪tz±E (t) approaches Γ± = ∪i ∪t z±i (t) in Hausdorff metric as E ↓ 0;
Proof. Recall Σ−±r = {u1 = ±r} and Σ+±r = {v1 = ±r}. Let z±r,i denote the point where
the homoclinic orbit z+i (t) intersects the section Σ
±
r respectively and let z
±
−r,i denote
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the intersection point of the homoclinic orbit z−i (t) with the section Σ
±
−r respectively.
Let Uˆ±r,i a cube centered at zˆ−±r,i with side length 2δ, namely,
Uˆ±r,i = {zˆ ∈ R2(n−1) : |zˆ − zˆ−±r,i| < δ}.
It uniquely determines a set UE,±r,i ⊂ H−1(E) for small E such that πˆUE,±r,i = Uˆ±r,i.
Once r > 0 is fixed, some suitably small δ > 0 exists such that UE,±r,i ∩ UE,±r,j = ∅
if i 6= j.
Similar to the case of single homology class for E > 0, the periodic orbit is found by
searching for invariant graph via Banach’s fixed point theorem. A map F : πuUˆr,i →
πvUˆr,i determines a graph GF,E = ∪uˆ(r, uˆ, v1(E), F (uˆ)) ⊂ H−1(E). For each small E,
GF,E is sent by the outer map ΦE,r to a graph ΦE,rGF,E, because the submatrix A11 of
(2.7) is non-degenerate in the sense detA11 6= 0, guaranteed by the hypothesis (H2).
Around the point z+r,i it follows from ∂u1H = λ1r+ o(r) that ∂Eu1 = −(λ1r+ o(r))−1.
It implies that Gi = ∪E∈[−E0,E]ΦE,rGF,E is a graph over {|u| ≤ δ′} for some δ′ > 0,
i.e. πuGi ⊃ {|u| ≤ δ′}. Let
(4.1) ΦtGi = {ΦtH(z) : z ∈ Gi, |ΦsH(z)| ≤ 2r, ∀ s ∈ [0, t]},
It follows from the first inequality of (2.10) that some t1 ≤ 1λ1−cr (ln 2r − ln δ′) exists
such that for t ≥ t1 one has πuΦtGi = {|u| ≤ 2r}.
Let Πr,j = Ur,j ∩ (∪t≥t1ΦtGi). Lemma 2.7 implies H(z) > 0 for any z ∈ Πr,j and the
second inequality of (2.10) implies that for any z ∈ ΦtGi one has d(z, {u = 0}) → 0
as t→∞. Hence, by applying Lemma 2.8 we see that it admits a foliation of energy
level sets Πr,j = ∪E∈(0,E0]ΠE,r,j such that πuΠE,r,j ⊇ {|uˆ − uˆ−r,j| ≤ δ} ∩ Σ−r for any
small E > 0.
Therefore, the Hamiltonian flow ΦtH establishes 1-1 correspondence between GF and
ΠE,r,j, namely, a map ΦE,i,j exists such that ΠE,r,j = ΦE,i,jGF . Because ΠE,r,j is the
graph of some function FE,j defined on {|uˆ− uˆ−r,j| ≤ δ}, we get a map Φ∗E,i,j such that
FE,j = Φ
∗
E,i,jF
We extend the set ∪E∈(0,E0]ΦE,rΠF,E,r,j to the part {H−1(E) : E ∈ [−E0, 0]} to
construct a graph Gj such that πuGj ⊃ {|u| ≤ δ′′} for some δ′′ > 0 and Gj ∩{H−1(E) :
E ∈ (0, E0]} = ∪E∈(0,E0]ΦE,rΠF,E,r,j. Since we are only concerned about the graph
in positive energy level sets, the extension of ∪E∈(0,E0]ΦE,rΠF,E,r,j to negative energy
part can be arbitrary. Let ΦtGj = {ΦtH(z) : z ∈ Gj , |ΦsH(z)| ≤ Kr, ∀ s ∈ [0, t]}, then
Πr,k = Ur,k∩ (∪t≥t1ΦtGj) admits a foliation of energy level sets Πr,k = ∪E∈(0,E0]ΠE,r,k.
Again, the Hamiltonian flow ΦtH establishes the 1-1 correspondence ΦE,j,k: ΠE,r,j →
ΠE,r,k and the associated map Φ
∗
E,j,k such that ΠE,r,k = GΦ∗E,j,kΦ∗E,i,jF .
Repeating the process for i = 1, 2, · · · , k, we obtain the transformations Φ∗E,i,i+1
mod k. The composition of the transformations ΦE = Π
k
i=1ΦE,i,i+1 maps the graph GE
to a graph ΦEGE over {|uˆ− uˆ−r,i| ≤ δ}. In the same way to prove Theorem 2.9, we see
that each map Φ∗E,i,i+1 is a contraction map. Thus, Φ
∗
E = Π
k
i=1Φ
∗
E,i,i+1 is a contraction
map from F = {F ∈ C1(πuπˆUE,±r,i, πvπˆUE,±r,i) : ‖F‖ ≤ η} to itself. Therefore,
there exists a unique invariant function FE such that Φ
∗
EFE = FE . Restricted on
GFE , the map Φ−1E is a contraction. The existence of the fixed point of ΦE proves the
existence of the periodic orbit z+E (t) that shadows the orbits {z+1 (t), · · · , z+k (t)} in the
prescribed order. Because of the s-symmetry, the orbit z−E (t) = sz
+
E (t) shadows the
orbits {z−k (t), · · · , z−1 (t)} in the order. 
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5. Uniqueness of the periodic orbit
We are going to show that there exists only one periodic orbit in each level set
which entirely lies in a small neighborhood of the homoclinic orbit(s). We study
the periodic orbit shadowing a single homoclinic orbit first. For an orbit z(t), let
S(z(t)) = {z(t) : t ∈ R}. Let dH(S1, S2) denote the Hausdorff distance between two
set S1, S2.
Theorem 5.1. Some E0 > 0 exists, for any E ∈ (0, E0] the level set H−1(E) contains
exactly one periodic orbit z±E (t) such that dH(S(z
±
E (t)), S(z
±(t)))→ 0 as E → 0.
Proof. A periodic orbit z+E (t) corresponds to a fixed point z
−
E,r of the map ΦE,r,rΦE,r.
When z+E (t) moves from z
+
E,r to z
−
E,r = ΦE,r,rz
+
E (t), its zˆ-component remains in o(r)-
neighborhood of zˆ = 0 while its v1-component decreases from v1 = r to v1 = 0.
The inner map ΦE,r,r is defined only on a subset SE,r of ΦE,r(UE,r). Starting from
z ∈ ΦE,r(UE,r)\SE,r, the orbit may still hit the cube UE,r after it passes some part
outside Br′ . Therefore, the flow Φ
t
H defines a map Φ
′
E,r,r from some part S
′
E,r ⊃ SE,r
of ΦE,r(UE,r), by which the set S
′
E,r will be stretched and folded such that the set
Φ′E,r,rΦE,r(UE,r) may intersect the cube UE,r several times. It results in the existence
of Smale horseshoe. At first glance, there are k fixed points if the set ΦE(UE,r)∩UE,r
contains k connected components. Each fixed point corresponds to a periodic orbit of
ΦtH lying in the energy level set H
−1(E). However, the multiplicity of the fixed points
does not damage the unique continuation of periodic orbits from homoclinical orbit.
By the definition, a point z is said to lie in SE,r if and only if, starting from the point
z ∈ Σ+E,r, the orbit ΦtH(z) remains in the ball {|z| ≤ r′} before it touches the section
Σ−E,r after a time tz. It has been proved that passing through SE,r there is only one
periodic orbit, which corresponds to the fixed point lying in the graph of an invariant
function Φ∗EFE = FE . Restricted on the graph, the map ΦE has only one fixed point.
Therefore, if there is another periodic orbit z′E(t) ⊆ H−1(E) that intersects VE,r at
a point not in SE,r, there must be a point on the orbit z
′
E(t
∗) = (u∗1, uˆ
∗, v∗1 , vˆ
∗) such
that |zˆ′E(t∗)| > r′ while 0 < |v∗1 | < r.
By the hypothesis (H2), the homoclinic orbit approaches to origin in direction of the
eigenvector for λ1. If we write the homoclinic orbit z
+(t) = (u+1 (t), uˆ
+(t), v+1 (t), vˆ
+(t)),
the hypothesis (H2) implies that |uˆ+(t), vˆ+(t)| = o(r′) if |v+1 (t)| ≤ r′. Therefore, no
matter how small the energy E > 0 will be, any periodic orbit z′E(t) ⊂ H−1(E) other
than zE(t) will deviate from the homoclinic orbit z
+(t) if it passes through the section
Σ+E,r at some point not contained in SE,r. Thus, one has an estimate on the Hausdorff
distance dH(S(z
′
E(t)), S(z
+(t))) ≥ r′ − o(r′) for all small E > 0. We illustrate the
situation by the following figure.
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The rectangle πUE,r ⊂ Σ−E,r is mapped to a set lying in Σ+E,r containing the vertical
rectangle. When v1 decreases from r through r1 > r2 > r3 approaching v1 = 0, the
vertical rectangle is stretched in uˆ and compressed in vˆ and folded. The blue strip
always stays in Br′ as v1 decreases from r to 0, while the red strip has to pass through
some place outside of {|zˆ| ≤ r′}.
From (2.9) we see the vˆ-component of zˆ−E,r is at least c|E|1−cr-close to that of zˆ−r . In
the same principle, we derive that the point zˆ+E,r falls into a strip {zˆ : |uˆ| ≤ c|E|1−cr},
i.e. |uˆ+E,r| ≤ c|E|1−cr.
To measure how the uˆ-component of zˆ−E,r deviates from zˆ
−
r , we apply the transversal
intersection property (H2), it implies det(A11(E, zˆ)) 6= 0 (cf. Lemma 2.5) if we write
dΦˆE,r(zˆ) =
[
A11(E, zˆ) A12(E, zˆ)
A21(E, zˆ) A22(E, zˆ)
]
, for z ∈ UE,r.
Because uˆ+r = 0, vˆ
−
r = 0 and |zˆ−E,r − zˆ−r | is small, we have
uˆ+E,r = πu(z
+
E,r − z+r ) = A11(uˆ−E,r − uˆ−r ) +A12vˆ−E,r + ∂EΦˆE,rE
where A11, A12 and ∂EΦˆE,r are valued at some place between z
−
E,r and z
−
r . It follows
from detA11 6= 0, |uˆ+E,r| ≤ c|E|1−cr and |vˆ−E,r| ≤ c|E|1−cr that |uˆ−E,r − uˆ−r | ≤ c′|E|1−cr.
By applying the same method, we also see |vˆ+E,r− vˆ+r | ≤ c′|E|1−cr. Consequently, z+E (t)
keeps c′|E|1−cr-close to the homoclinic orbit when it moves from the section {u1 = r}
to {v1 = r}. It leads to the conclusion that dH(S(z±E (t)), S(z±(t)))→ 0 as E → 0. 
The estimate on the position of zˆ−E,r is not so precise that can be used to study the
smoothness of the cylinder. We shall get more precise estimation later.
The idea is applicable to prove the same result for the periodic orbit in the case of
compound type homology class as well as the case E < 0.
Theorem 5.2. In the case of compound type homology class, there exists E0 > 0 such
that for each E ∈ (0, E0], the level set H−1(E) admits exactly one periodic orbit z±E (t)
which entirely lies in the vicinity of ∪z±i (t) such that
dH(S(z
±
E (t)), S(∪iz±i (t)))→ 0 as E ↓ 0.
For each E ∈ [−E0, 0), the level set H−1(E) admits exactly one periodic orbit zE,i(t)
which entirely lies in the vicinity of z+i (t) ∪ z−i (t) such that
dH(S(zE,i(t)), S(z
+
i ∪ z−i (t)))→ 0 as E ↑ 0.
Proof. In the case of compound type homology class, it corresponds to the fixed point
of ΦkE = (ΦE,r,rΦE,r)
k. The orbit passes through Br(0) for k times.
During each time when the orbit passes through the neighborhood, we have a Smale
horseshoe which may contain many strips. Each strip determines a periodic orbit. As
shown in the figure right above, the orbit we got must stay in the only strip that is
entirely contained in the neighborhood when the v1-coordinate decreases from r to 0
(the blue strip in the figure). Any other periodic orbit z′E(t), if it passes through VE,r,
it shall not intersect the set SE,r. It implies that z
′
E(t) shall pass through some place
out of Br′ before it returns back to the cube UE,r. In other words, z
′
E(t) does not
lie entirely in some neighborhood of S(z+(t)∪ z+(t)) no matter how small the energy
E is. Restricted on the strip that entirely lies in the neighborhood of the origin, the
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uniqueness is guaranteed by Banach’s fixed point. Indeed, the flow is hyperbolic when
it is restricted in the strip, it allows only one fixed point. It proves the uniqueness.
The argument also applies to the case E < 0 to show the uniqueness.
To show the convergence, let z±E,r,i denote the point where the periodic orbit z
+
E (t)
intersects the section Σ±E,r which is close to the point z
±
r,i where the homoclinic orbit
z+i (t) intersects the section Σ
±
r . Let zˆ
±
E,r,i = (uˆ
±
E,r,i, vˆ
±
E,r,i), then |uˆ+E,r,i| ≤ c|E|1−cr and
|vˆ−E,r,i| ≤ c|E|1−cr. Because detA11 6= 0, it also follows from
uˆ+E,r,i = πˆ(z
+
E,r,i − z+r ) = A11(uˆ−E,r,i − uˆ−r,i) +A12vˆ−E,r,i + ∂EΦˆE,rE
that |uˆ−E,r,i − uˆ−r,i| ≤ c′|E|1−cr. By the same method, we see |vˆ+E,r,i − vˆ+r,i| ≤ c′|E|1−cr
also. So, z+E (t) keeps c
′|E|1−cr-close to the homoclinic orbit z+i (t) when it moves from
the section {u1 = r} to {v1 = r}. Thus we have dH(S(z±E (t)), (∪iz±i (t)))→ 0 as E ↓ 0.
The case of E < 0, let zE,i(t) be the period orbit shadowing {z+i (t), z−i (t)}, then the
proof of dH(S(z
+
i (t), z
−
i (t), zE,i(t))→ 0 as E → 0 is similar. 
We return back to the original Hamiltonian (1.1). It is symmetric under the oper-
ation s: (x, y)→ (x,−y), H(σ(x, y)) = H(x, y). An orbit z(t) is called s-symmetric if
the set S(z(t)) = {z(t) : t ∈ R} is invariant for the operation σ, i.e. S(z(t)) = sS(z(t)).
Proposition 5.3. The periodic orbit zE(t) for E < 0 is s-symmetric and passes
through the section {y = 0} twice during one period.
Proof. As it has been proved in the last section, the orbit zE(t) is the only periodic
orbit that lies entirely in a small neighborhood of S(z+(t) ∪ z−(t)). If it is not s-
symmetric, then σzE(t) is also a periodic orbit lying around S(z
+(t) ∪ z+(t)). But it
contradicts the uniqueness. By the construction of the periodic orbit, it passes through
the neighborhood of point twice during one period. If it does not pass through the
section {y = 0} twice during one period, it would pass through the neighborhood
more than two times. 
The periodic orbits on each positive energy level set are related by the s-symmetry.
Once one obtains one periodic orbit z+E (t) around the homoclinics z
+(t), then z−E (t) =
sz+E (t) is the periodic orbit around z
−(t).
6. C1-smoothness of the cylinder
By the work in the previous sections, a singular invariant cylinder has been proved
to exist, illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of periodic orbits of ΦtH and some pair(s)
of homoclinics
Π = Π+ ∪Π− ∪ Γ+ ∪ Γ−.
where Π+ = ∪E∈(0,E0]z+E (t)∪z−E (t), Π− = ∪E∈[−E0,0)∪ki=1 zE,i(t) and Γ± is the closure
of the set ∪t∈R(z±1 (t)∪· · ·∪z±k (t)). In the case of single homology class, the topological
structure is clear, Π is a cylinder with one hole lying in negative energy region.
In the case of k ≥ 2, the set Π is not a manifold, although it still has nice structure.
To reveal it, we work in a finite covering space Tnh of T
n. Recall the curve Γ¯ introduced
before the statement of the condition (H3), due to which Γ˜+ = π¯h(Γ¯ ∗ σΓ¯ ∗ · · · ∗ σℓΓ¯)
is a closed curve without self-intersection, shadowed by an orbit z˜+E (t) in the lift of
z+E (t). Therefore, the set Π˜
+
+ = ∪E>0(∪tz˜+E (t)) is a cylinder taking Γ˜+ as its boundary
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lying in H−1(0). Let Π˜+−, Γ˜− be the counterpart of Π˜
+
+, Γ˜
+ via the symmetry s if both
are pushed forward to the original coordinates, then the set Π˜++ ∪ Γ˜+ touches the set
Γ˜−∪ Π˜+− at (ℓ+1)k points, Π˜≥0 = Π˜++∪ Γ˜+∪ Γ˜−∪ Π˜+− is a cylinder with (ℓ+1)k holes.
Let Dj,i denote the holes for j = 0, 1, · · · , ℓ and i = 1, 2, · · · , k and let ∂Dj,i denote
their boundary, then πh∂Dj,i = ∪t∈R(z+i (t) ∪ z−i (t)) ∪ {z = 0}. For small E < 0, the
periodic orbit zE,i(t) shadows {z+i (t), z−i (t)}, the set Π−i = ∪E∈(0,−E0] ∪t zE,i(t) looks
like an annulus, shrinkable in Tn × Rn. The pull back of Π−i to Tnh × Rn consists of
shrinkable annuli. Π˜≥0 is connected to these annuli, denoted by Π˜j,i, along {∂Dj,i}.
Let
(6.1) Π˜ = Π˜++ ∪ Γ˜+ ∪ Γ˜− ∪ Π˜+− ∪i,j Π˜j,i
it is a cylinder with (ℓ+ 1)k holes, as illustrated in Figure 1. This section is devoted
to the study its C1-smoothness. We study the case k = 1 first.
Theorem 6.1. In the single homology class case, Π is a C1-smooth cylinder with one
hole, invariant for the flow ΦtH .
Both manifolds Π+ and Π− consist of periodic orbits, all of them are hyperbolic.
Thus, it follows from the implicit function theorem that Π is differentiable everywhere
except along the homoclinic orbits. So, the proof includes three steps. The first step
is to show the differentiability of Π at the fixed point z = 0, the second is to show the
tangent space TzΠ
+ and TzΠ
− converges as z approaches the boundary on H−1(0)
and finally to show that Π+ and Π− are C1-joined together along the homoclinics.
6.1. Differentiability at the fixed point. Restricted around the origin, Π appears
to be a graph G of a map (u1, v1)→ zˆ(u1, v1). We will show dzˆ(0, 0) = 0. Let z(t) =
(u1(t) · · · un(t), v1(t) · · · vn(t)) be an orbit with z(0) = (u1,0 · · · un,0, v1,0 · · · vn,0) ∈ G. If
it is not homoclinic orbit, large t−, t+ > 0 exist such that |v1(−t−)| = 2r, |u1(t+)| = 2r,
|zˆ(−t−)| = o(r) and |zˆ(t+)| = o(r), see the figure below. The closer the point z0 is
Figure 4. if k = 1, one has z±i (t) = z
±
i+1(t).
getting to the origin, the larger the numbers t− and t+ will be. According to Hartman-
Grobman Theorem, there exists a conjugacy h between ΦtH and e
diag(Λ,−Λ)t such that
ΦtH(u, v) = h
−1ediag(Λ,−Λ)th(u, v),
where Λ = diag(λ1, · · · , λn). If writing h = id + f and h−1 = id + g, we obtain from
Theorem 1.1 of [vS] that f = O(‖(u, v)‖1+ν ) and g = O(‖(u, v)‖1+ν ) with ν > 0. Let
f = (fu, fv), g = (gu, gv) and fu = (fu,1 · · · , fu,n). The principle of notation for fu
also applies to fv, gu, gv . In the same way to get (2.18) we have
|ui,0 + fu,i(u0, v0)| = e−λit+
(
ui(t
+)− gu,i(eΛt+(u0 + fu), e−Λt+(v0 + fv))
)
,
|vi,0 + fv,i(u0, v0)| = e−λit−
(
vi(−t−)− gv,i(e−Λt−(u0 + fu), eΛt−(v0 + fv))
)
,
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for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Since g = O(‖(u, v)‖1+ν ), |eΛt+(u0 + fu)|, |e−Λt−(v0 + fv)| ≤ r,
|u1(t+)| = |v1(−t−)| = 2r, uˆ(t+) = o(r) and vˆ(−t−) = o(r) one has
(6.2)
3
2
re−λ1t
+ ≤ |u1,0 + fu,1(u0, v0)| ≤ 5
2
re−λ1t
+
,
3
2
re−λ1t
− ≤ |v1,0 + fv,1(u0, v0)| ≤ 5
2
de−λ1t
−
,
|ui,0 + fu,i(u0, v0)| ≤ o(r)e−λit+ ,
|vi,0 + fv,i(u0, v0)| ≤ o(r)e−λit− , ∀ i ≥ 2
if r > 0 is small. Let t∗ = min{t+, t−}, that λi > λ1 for i ≥ 2 results in the estimate
3
2
re−λ1t
∗ ≤ |(u0, v0) + f(u0, v0)| ≤ 5
2
re−λ1t
∗
.
Since f = O(‖(u, v)‖1+ν ), for suitably small r > 0 one has
re−λ1t
∗ ≤ |(u0, v0)| ≤ 2re−λ1t∗ .
Consequently, it follows from the first two inequalities in (6.2) and the property f =
O(‖(u, v)‖1+ν ) that
(6.3)
re−λ1t
∗ ≤ |(u1,0, v1,0)| ≤ 2re−λ1t∗ ,
|(ui,0, vi,0)| ≤ c|(u1,0, v1,0)|1+ν + o(r)(e−λ1t∗)
λi
λ1 , ∀ i ≥ 2.
Therefore, we have
|(uˆ0, vˆ0)| ≤ c|(u1,0, v1,0)|1+ν′ , ν ′ = min
{
ν,
λ2
λ1
− 1
}
namely, dzˆ(u1, v1)|(u1,v1)=0 = 0. It proves the differentiability of Π at {z = 0}.
6.2. C1-smoothness of Π±. For small E 6= 0, the periodic orbit intersects the section
Σ−r at the point z
−
E,r, which is a fixed point of the return map ΦE. However, no return
map is defined for E = 0. When E → 0, the return time approaches infinity. It makes
complicated to check the C1-differentiability around the homoclinics. To this end, we
apply the Birkhoff normal form (2.3) where k satisfies the condition kλ1 > λn.
Recall UE,±r ⊂ H−1(E) ∩ {u1 = ±r}, SE,±r ⊂ ΦE,±rUE,±r ⊂ H−1(E) ∩ {u1 = ±r}
introduced in Definition 3.1. Let U±r = ∪|E|≤E0UE,±r, V±r = ∪|E|≤E0ΦE,rUE,±r and
S±r = ∪|E|<E0SE,±r. The Hamiltonian flow ΦtH defines two types of maps
(1) the outer map Φr: Ur → Vr. Emanating from z ∈ Ur the orbit ΦtH(z) keeps
close to a segment of the homoclinic orbit z+(t) that is from z−r to z+r ;
(2) the inner map Φr,±r: Sr|±E>0 ⊂ Vr → U±r. Emanating from z ∈ Sr|±E>0,
the orbit remains in Br(0) until it reaches U±r.
Restricted on H−1(E) with E 6= 0, one has Φr,r = ΦE,r,r and Φr = ΦE,r. In coordinate
components, the inner map takes the form Φr,r: (u1, uˆ, r, vˆ)→ (r, uˆ, v1, vˆ).
Definition 6.2. A vector η = (η1, ηuˆ, ηvˆ) is said to be an eigenvector of dΦr,r for the
eigenvalue σ if dΦr,r(η1, ηuˆ, 0, ηvˆ) = σ(0, ηuˆ, η1, ηvˆ). A vector η = (η1, ηuˆ, ηvˆ) ∈ TzSE,r
is said to be an eigenvector of dΦE,r,r for the eigenvalue σ if some number η
′
1 exists
such that dΦr,r(η1, ηuˆ, 0, ηvˆ) = σ(0, ηuˆ, η
′
1, ηvˆ) with (ηuˆ, η
′
1, ηvˆ) ∈ TΦr,rzUE,r.
As usual, we let ei denote a unit vector whose elements are all equal to zero except
for the i-th element which is equal to 1.
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Proposition 6.3. The map dΦr,r has an eigenvalue σ1 = 1 + o(r) associated with
the eigenvector η1 = e1 + b1 with |b1| = o(r). The map dΦE,r,r has (n − 1) pairs of
eigenvalues {σi, σi+n = σ−1i : 2 ≤ i ≤ n}, associated with the eigenvectors ηi = ei + bi
and ηi+n = ei+n−1 + bi+n respectively, where |bi|, |bi+n| = o(r), σi = µi|E|−λi/λ1
with 0 < infE µi < supE µi < ∞ as E ↓ 0. Let ηˆi = (ηi,uˆ, ηi,vˆ), the matrix TE =
[ηˆ2, · · · , ηˆn, ηˆ2+n, · · · , ηˆ2n] is symplectic if a suitable factor νi = 1 + o(r) is multiplied
to ηˆi → νiηˆi for each i ≤ n. The result also holds for dΦ−E,±r,∓r(z+E,±r).
We apply the proposition to check the C1-smoothness first and postpone its proof
to the next section. By the notation, η1 = (η1,1, η1,uˆ, η1,vˆ) is the eigenvector of dΦr,r
for σ1, ηi = (ηi,1, ηi,uˆ, ηi,vˆ) and ηi+n = (ηi+n,1, ηi+n,uˆ, ηi+n,vˆ) are the eigenvector of
dΦE,r,r for σi and σ
−1
i respectively. By Definition 6.2, we have η
′
1 = (η1,uˆ, η1,1, η1,vˆ),
η′i = (ηi,uˆ, η
′
i,n+1, ηi,vˆ) ∈ Tz−
E,r
UE,r and η
′
i+n = (ηi+n,uˆ, η
′
i+n,n+1, ηi+n,vˆ) ∈ Tz−
E,r
UE,r.
We claim that some O(r) > 0 exists such that for all i ≥ 2, it holds that
(6.4)
(1−O(r))|η′i| ≤ |ηi| ≤ (1 +O(r))|η′i|,
(1−O(r))|η′i+n| ≤ |ηi+n| ≤ (1 +O(r))|η′i+n|.
Indeed, each pair ( ∂∂ui ,
∂
∂vi
) determines four numbers ηi,1, ηi+n,1, η
′
i,1+n, η
′
i+n,1+n such
that ∂∂ui + ηi,1
∂
∂u1
, ∂∂vi + ηi,1+n
∂
∂u1
∈ Tz+
E,r
SE,r,
∂
∂ui
+ η′i+n,1
∂
∂u1
, ∂∂vi + η
′
i+n,1+n
∂
∂u1
∈
Tz−
E,r
UE,r. We have |ηi,1| = | λiviλ1v1 (1 + o(r))| = O(r) since v1 = r and |vi| = o(r) hold
for small E, cf. the condition (H2). Similarly, |ηi,1+n|, |η′i+n,1|, |η′i+n,1+n| = O(r) also
hold.
Defining Euˆ = span{η2, · · · , ηn}, Evˆ = span{ηn+2, · · · , η2n}, E+1 = ∂∂u1R and E
−
1 =
∂
∂v1
R, we have the decomposition Tz+
E,r
Sr = E
+
1 ⊕Euˆ⊕Evˆ and Tz−
E,r
Sr = E
−
1 ⊕Euˆ⊕Evˆ.
Let πE,1, πE,uˆ and πE,vˆ denote the projection from Tz+
E,r
Sr to E
+
1 , Euˆ and Evˆ and from
Tz−
E,r
Ur to E
−
1 , Euˆ and Evˆ respectively. We put E in the subscripts to remind that the
projection πE,uˆ and πE,vˆ depend on the energyE. Hence, we use η
±
E = (η
±
E,1, η
±
E,uˆ, η
±
E,vˆ)
to denote tangent vectors in the corresponding tangent spaces, where η±E,uˆ = πE,uˆη
±
E ,
η±E,vˆ = πE,vˆη
±
E and η
±
E,1 = π1η
±
E .
The differential dΦr(z
−
E,r) of the outer map Φr at z
−
E,r is represented by a matrix
(6.5)

η
+
E,uˆ
η+E,vˆ
η+E,1

 =

AE,11 AE,12 AE,13AE,21 AE,22 AE,23
AE,31 AE,32 AE,33



η
−
E,uˆ
η−E,vˆ
η−E,1

 = AE

η
−
E,uˆ
η−E,vˆ
η−E,1

 .
Let τE > 0 be the time to define the outer map Φr, namely, Φ
τE
H (z
−
E,r) = z
+
E,r, then it
continuously depends on E and have their limit as E → 0. Therefore, all elements in
the matrix of (6.5) continuously depend on E and remain bounded as E → 0. Since
ηi = ei + o(r) and ηi+n = ei+n−1 + o(r) and r can be set suitably small, we find from
(2.7) that detAE,11 6= 0. It is guaranteed by the fact that the stable and unstable
manifolds intersect “transversally” in the sense of (1.2).
Let ∆z± = z±E′,r − z±E,r. Because the time for ΦtH to go from UE,r to VE,r is finite,
some ν ≥ 1 exists such that
(6.6) ν−1|∆z+| ≤ |∆z−| ≤ ν|∆z+|,
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and it follows from (6.5) that
(6.7)
πE,uˆ∆z
+ = AE,11πE,uˆ∆z
− +AE,12πE,vˆ∆z− +AE,13πE,1∆z− +O(|∆z−|2),
πE,vˆ∆z
+ = AE,21πE,uˆ∆z
− +AE,22πE,vˆ∆z− +AE,23πE,1∆z− +O(|∆z−|2).
The inner map also establishes a relation between ∆z− and ∆z+, ∆z− = dΦr,r∆z++
O(|∆z+|2). Hence, for sufficiently small |∆z+| and in view of (6.4), we have
(6.8) |πE,uˆ∆z+| ≤ 1
2µ2
|E|
λ2
λ1 |πE,uˆ∆z−|, |πE,vˆ∆z−| ≤ 1
2µ2
|E|
λ2
λ1 |πE,vˆ∆z+|.
Lemma 6.4. For small E > 0, let z−E,r denote the point where the periodic orbit zE(t)
intersects the section Σ−r . Then, the tangent vector ∂Ez
−
E,r of Π|Σ−r at the point z
−
E,r
satisfies the condition that πE,1∂Ez
−
E,r =
1
µ1r
(1 +O(r)), πE,vˆ∂Ez
−
E,r = o(|E|) and
πE,uˆ∂Ez
−
E,r = −A−1E,11AE,13π1∂Ez−E,r + o(|E|).
Proof. The cylinder Π|E>0 is obviously smooth, it makes sense to consider the tangent
space TzΠ|E>0 for each z ∈ Π|E>0. It follows from (6.6) and the second inequality
of (6.8) that |πE,vˆ∂Ez−E,r| ≤ c|E|λ2/λ1 |∂Ez−E,r|, with which and the first inequality of
(6.8) we find from the first equation of (6.7) that
|AE,11πE,uˆ∂Ez−E,r +AE,13πE,1∂Ez−E,r| ≤ c2|E|λ2/λ1 |∂Ez−E,r|.
Since detAE,11 6= 0, the term |πE,uˆ∂Ez−E,r| is controlled by ∂Ez−E,r.
Restricted on the section {u1 = r}, we take first derivative in E on both sides of
the equation H(z) = E at z−E,r, we get
1 = λ1r∂Ev1 +
n∑
i=2
λiui∂Evi + λivi∂Eui + ∂ER.
At the point z−E,r we have |ui|, |vi| = o(r) for i ≥ 2. So, it follows from the definition of
η′1, η
′
i and η
′
i+n that 1 = λ1r(1+O(r))π1∂Ez
−
E,r+ 〈o(r), πE,uˆ∂Ez−E,r+πE,uˆ∂Ez−E,r〉. 
Notice that Π+ has two connected components, one consists of {z+E (t) : E ∈ (0, E0]},
the other one consists of {z−E (t) : E ∈ (0, E0]}. Recall that z−E (t) denotes the periodic
orbit shadowing the homoclinical orbit z−E (t). Let z
−
E,−r, z−E,−r be the point where the
periodic orbit z−E (t) and z−E(t) intersects the section Σ
−
−r respectively, then Lemma
6.4 also holds for the tangent vector ∂Ez
−
E,−r of Π|Σ−
−r
at the point z−E,−r.
To consider the case E < 0, we recall that z−E,±r and z
+
E,±r denote the point where
the periodic orbit zE(t) intersects the section {u1 = ±r} and {v1 = ±r} respectively,
see Figure 3. Applying Proposition 6.3 to dΦr,−r(z+E,r) and dΦE,r,−r(z
+
E,r), we see that
dΦr,−r(z+E,r) has an eigenvalue σ1 = 1+O(r) with the eigenvector η1 = (η1,1, η1,uˆ, η1,vˆ),
dΦE,r,−r(z+E,r) has (n − 1) pairs of eigenvalues {σi, σ−1i , i = 2, · · · , n} associated with
the eigenvector ηi = (ηi,1, ηi,uˆ, ηi,vˆ) and ηi+n = (ηi+n,1, ηi+n,uˆ, ηi+n,vˆ) respectively. We
also apply Proposition 6.3 to dΦ−r,r(z+E,r) and dΦE,−r,r(z
+
E,r), let σ
′
1, σ
′
i and σ
′−1
i be the
eigenvalues associated with an eigenvectors η′1 = (η
′
1,uˆ, η
′
1,1, η
′
1,vˆ) ∈ Tz−
E,r
Ur and other
2n− 2 eigenvectors η′i = (η′i,uˆ, η′i,n+1, η′i,vˆ), η′i+n = (η′i+n,uˆ, η′i+n,n+1, η′i+n,vˆ) ∈ Tz−
E,r
UE,r
respectively.
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Similarly, we set E+uˆ = span{η2, · · · , ηn}, E+vˆ = span{ηn+2, · · · , η2n}, E+1 = ∂∂u1R,
E−1 =
∂
∂v1
R, E+uˆ = span{η′2, · · · , η′n} and E−vˆ = span{η′n+2, · · · , η′2n}. So we have the
decomposition Tz+
E,r
Sr = E
+
1 ⊕E+uˆ ⊕E+vˆ and Tz−
E,r
Sr = E
−
1 ⊕E−uˆ ⊕E−vˆ . The tangent
spaces Tz−
E,−r
U−r and Tz+
E,−r
S−r also admit similar decomposition. Similar to the case
E > 0, we define πE,1, πE,uˆ and πE,vˆ to be the projection from Tz+
E,±r
S±r, Tz−
E,±r
U±r
to the corresponding subspaces respectively.
Let z−E′,±r and z
+
E′,±r denote the point where the periodic orbit zE′(t) intersects the
section Σ−±r and Σ
+
±r respectively. Let ∆z
±
±r = z
±
E′,±r−z±E,±r. Because ΦE,r,−r(z+E,r) =
z−E,−r and ΦE,−r,r(z
+
E,−r) = z
−
E,r, some constant c > 0 exists, independent of E, such
that
(6.9) |πE,uˆ∆zˆ+r | ≤ c|E|λ2/λ1 |πE,uˆ∆zˆ−−r|, |πE,vˆ∆zˆ−r | ≤ c|E|λ2/λ1 |πE,vˆ∆zˆ+−r|.
Being aware that the Hamiltonian is reduced from the one with s-symmetry, we see
that the coordinate change is close to identity so that (2.4) in Proposition 2.1 holds,
especially it is down for the Birkhoff normal form. Therefore, there exists some ν ′ ≥ 1
such that
(6.10)
ν ′−1|∆z+−r| ≤ |∆z−r | ≤ ν ′|∆z+−r|,
ν ′−1|∆z−−r| ≤ |∆z+r | ≤ ν ′|∆z−−r|.
We see from (6.9) and (6.10) that |πE,vˆ∂Ez−E,r ≤ c|E|λ2/λ1 ||∂Ez−E,r|. Similar to Equa-
tion (6.7), we also have
(6.11)
πE,uˆ∆z
+
r = A
′
E,11πE,uˆ∆z
−
r +A
′
E,12πE,vˆ∆z
−
r +A
′
E,13πE,1∆z
−
r +O(|∆z−r |2),
πE,vˆ∆z
+
r = A
′
E,21πE,uˆ∆z
−
r +A
′
E,22πE,vˆ∆z
−
r +A
′
E,23πE,1∆z
−
r +O(|∆z−r |2)
where detA′E,11 6= 0. In view of (6.9) and (6.10), we obtain from the first equation of
6.11 that
|A′E,11πE,uˆ∂Ez−E,r +A′E,13πE,1∂Ez−E,r| ≤ c|E|λ2/λ1 ||∂Ez−E,r|.
By the experience to prove Lemma 6.4, these arguments lead to the following:
Lemma 6.5. For small E < 0, let z−E,r denote the point where the periodic orbit zE(t)
intersects the section Σ−r . Then, the tangent vector ∂Ez
−
E,r of Π|Σ−r at the point z
−
E,r
satisfies the condition that π1∂Ez
−
E,r =
1
µ1r
(1 +O(r)), πE,vˆ∂Ez
−
E,r = o(|E|) and
πE,uˆ∂Ez
−
E,r = −A−1E,11AE,13πE,1∂Ez−E,r + o(|E|).
Because of Lemma 6.4 and 6.5, the C1-smoothness of Π± extends to their boundary
if the decomposition Tz−
E,r
Ur = E
−
1 ⊕Euˆ⊕Evˆ for E > 0 and Tz−
E,r
Ur = E
−
1 ⊕E−uˆ ⊕E−vˆ
for E < 0 is convergent as E → 0, since the quantities A−1E,11AE,13 and A′−1E,11A′E,13
continuously depend on the point. What remains to show is that they are C1-joined
together.
6.3. Differentiability along the homoclinics. As the final step, we verify that Π+
is C1-joined to Π− along the homoclinic orbit. In the original coordinate (u1, uˆ, v1, vˆ)
let πuˆ, πvˆ be the projection to the subspace Span{ ∂∂ui : i = 2, · · · n} and to Span{
∂
∂vi
:
i = 2, · · · n} respectively. Let ηuˆ = πuˆη and ηvˆ = πvˆη. According to Lemma 6.4 and
6.5, we shall see it enough to prove the following theorem
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Proposition 6.6. For E > 0, let {ηi, ηi+n : i = 2, · · · , n} denote the eigenvectors of
dΦE,r,r(z
+
E,r), or of dΦ−E,±r,∓r. Let ηi = (ηi,uˆ, ηi,vˆ), where ηi,uˆ, ηi,vˆ ∈ Rn−1 denote its
uˆ- and vˆ-components respectively, then
|ηi,vˆ| ≤ O(|E|)|ηi,uˆ|, |ηi+n,uˆ| ≤ O(|E|)|ηi+n,vˆ |, as |E| → 0.
Postponing the proof of the theorem to the next section, we apply it to check the
differentiability along the homoclinics. Notice that the differential dΦr of the outer
map at the point z−E,r be represented by the matrix A
η
+
uˆ
η+vˆ
η+1

 =

A11 A12 A13A21 A22 A23
A31 A32 A33



η
−
uˆ
η−vˆ
η−1

 = A

η
−
uˆ
η−vˆ
η−1

 ,
where η−1 , η
+
1 are the projection of η
−, η+ to ∂∂v1 and to
∂
∂u1
respectively, i.e. η±1 =
π1η
±, all elements in A continuously depend on E around zero energy. Then, we claim
(6.12)
πuˆ
∂z−E,r
∂E
∣∣∣
E↑0
= πuˆ
∂z−E,r
∂E
∣∣∣
E↓0
= −A−111 A13π1
∂z−E,r
∂E
∣∣∣
E=0
;
πvˆ
∂z−E,r
∂E
∣∣∣
E↑0
= πvˆ
∂z−E,r
∂E
∣∣∣
E↓0
= 0;
〈
∂H(z−E,r),
∂z−E,r
∂E
〉∣∣∣
E↑0
= 1.
It implies the C1-differentiability along the homoclinics since Π+ is joined to Π− along
the homoclinics. To check it, we obtain from the statement of Lemma 6.4 that
(6.13) πE,uˆ
∂z−E,r
∂E
= −A−1E,11πE,uˆAE,13πE,1
∂z−E,r
∂E
+ o(|E|), πE,vˆ
∂z−E,r
∂E
= o(|E|).
which is obtained in view of (6.5), where we are in the coordinates
(6.14)

η
±
uˆ
η±vˆ
η±1

 =

Ψ
±
E,11 Ψ
±
E,12 0
Ψ±E,21 Ψ
±
E,22 0
Ψ±E,31 Ψ
±
E,32 1



η
±
E,uˆ
η±E,vˆ
η±E,1

 =M±E

η
±
E,uˆ
η±E,vˆ
η±E,1

 ,
in the case of negative E,M+E may not be the same asM
−
E . It follows from Proposition
6.6 that Ψ±E,12 → 0 and Ψ±E,21 → 0 as E → 0. Therefore, the inverse of M+E with small
|E| takes a special form
(M+E )
−1 =

 (Ψ
+
E,11)
−1 0 0
0 (Ψ+E,22)
−1 0
−Ψ+E,31(Ψ+E,11)−1 −Ψ+E,32(Ψ+E,22)−1 1

+O(|E|).
Because AE = (M
+
E )
−1AM−E , |πE,uˆ
∂z+
E,r
∂E | → 0 and |πE,vˆ
∂z−
E,r
∂E | → 0 as E → 0, the first
equation of (6.5) turns out to be
(Ψ+E,11)
−1
(
A11Ψ
−
E,11πE,uˆ
∂z−E,r
∂E
+A13(Ψ
−
E,31πE,uˆ
∂z−E,r
∂E
+ πE,1
∂z−E,r
∂E
)
)
= O(E).
Since Ψ+E,11 is non-singular, we obtain from (6.14) that
(6.15) A11πuˆ
∂z−E,r
∂E
+A13πE,1
∂z−E,r
∂E
= O(E), as E → 0.
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Consequently, we get from (6.14) that πuˆ
∂z−
E,r
∂E = O(E). Notice the matrix A represents
the differential dΦr of the outer map Φr at the point z
−
E,r, which continuously depends
on E. It completes the proof of (6.12).
Next, we study the case of compound type homology class. In this case, Π is no
longer a sub-manifold, but its pull-back Π˜ = π−1h Π is a NHIC.
Theorem 6.7. The manifold Π˜ = π−1h Π defined by (6.1) is a C
1-invariant cylinder
with (ℓ+ 1)k holes.
Proof. By the assumptions, the periodic orbit z+E (t) successively passes through the
section Σ−E,r at the point {z−E,r,j : j = 1, · · · , k} in the way z+E,r,j = ΦE,rz−E,r,j ∈ Σ+E,r
and ΦE,r,rz
+
E,r,j = z
−
E,r,j+1 mod k.
According to Proposition 6.3, the differential map dΦE,r,r(z
+
E,r,j) has (n − 1) pairs
of eigenvalues {σj,i = µ−1j,i Eλi/λ1 , σ−1j,i , i = 2, · · · , n} associated with the eigenvector
ηj,i = (ηj,i,1, ηj,i,uˆ, ηj,i,vˆ) and ηj,i+n = (ηj,i+n,1, ηj,i+n,uˆ, ηj,i+n,vˆ) respectively.
We set E+j,uˆ = span{ηj,2, · · · , ηj,n}, E+j,vˆ = span{ηj,n+2, · · · , ηj,2n}, E−1 = ∂∂u1R and
E+1 =
∂
∂v1
R which lead to the decomposition
Tz+
E,r,j
Sr = E
+
1 ⊕ Ej,uˆ ⊕ Ej,vˆ, Tz−
E,r,j
Sr = E
−
1 ⊕ Ej,uˆ ⊕ Ej,vˆ.
Let πE,j,1, πE,j,uˆ and πE,j,vˆ denote the projection from Tz+
E,r,j
Sr to E
+
1 , Ej,uˆ and Ej,vˆ
and from Tz−
E,r,j
Ur to E
−
1 , Ej,uˆ and Ej,vˆ respectively. Let η
±
E,j = (η
±
E,j,1, η
±
E,j,uˆ, η
±
E,j,vˆ)
be tangent vector with η±E,j,uˆ = πE,j,uˆη
±
E,j, η
±
E,j,vˆ = πE,j,vˆη
±
E,j and η
±
E,j,1 = πE,j,1η
±
E,j.
Similar to Equation (6.5), the differential dΦr(z
−
E,r,j) of the outer map Φr at z
−
E,r,j
is represented by a matrix
η
+
E,j,uˆ
η+E,j,vˆ
η+E,j,1

 =

AE,j,11 AE,j,12 AE,j,13AE,j,21 AE,j,22 AE,j,23
AE,j,31 AE,j,32 AE,j,33



η
−
E,j,uˆ
η−E,j,vˆ
η−E,j,1

 = AE,j

η
−
E,j,uˆ
η−E,j,vˆ
η−E,j,1


where detAE,j,11 6= 0. In view of Lemma 6.4, we claim that for E > 0 the tangent
vector of Π|Σ−r at z
−
E,r,j satisfies the condition that
(6.16)
πE,j,uˆ∂Ez
−
E,r,j = −A−1E,j,11AE,j,13πE,j,1∂Ez−E,r,j + o(|E|),
πE,j,vˆ∂Ez
−
E,r,j = o(|E|),
πE,j,1∂Ez
−
E,r,j = (µ1r)
−1(1 +O(r)).
Indeed, let ∆z±j = z
±
E′,r,j − z±E,r,j, ν−1|∆z+j | ≤ |∆z−j | ≤ ν|∆z+j | holds for some ν > 1
and Equation (6.7) holds if we replace ∆z±, AE,ℓk by ∆z±j and AE,j,ℓk respectively.
The quantities ∆z+j and ∆z
−
j+1 are related by the inner map also, ∆z
−
j+1 = dΦr,r∆z
+
j +
O(|∆z+j |2). Therefore, for sufficiently small |∆z+| and in view of (6.4), we have
|πE,uˆ∆z+j | ≤
1
2µ2
|E|
λ2
λ1 |πE,uˆ∆z−j+1|, |πE,vˆ∆z−j+1| ≤
1
2µ2
|E|
λ2
λ1 |πE,vˆ∆z+j |.
From the second one, we find |πE,j,vˆ∆z−j+1| ≤ ν2µ2 |E|λ2/λ1 |πE,j,vˆ∆z
−
j |. Let j range over
{1, · · · , k}, we find the |πE,j,vˆ∂Ez−E,r,j| ≤ c|E|λ2/λ1 , from which and the first equation
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of (6.7) it follows that
|AE,j,11πE,uˆ∂Ez−E,r,j +AE,j,13πE,j,1∂Ez−E,r,j| ≤ c2|E|λ2/λ1(|∂Ez−E,r,j+1|+ |∂Ez−E,r,j−1|)
holds for each j mod k. Since all eigenvalue of AE,j,11 for all j ≤ k are uniformly
away from zero in E, the first equation of (6.16) holds for all j ≤ k. The third follows
from the identity 〈∂H, ∂Ez−E,r,j〉 = 1.
In the same way to show (6.15), we are able to get from (6.16) that for j = 1, · · · , k
(6.17) Aj,11πuˆ
∂z−E,r,j
∂E
+Aj,13π1
∂z−E,r,j
∂E
= O(E), as E ↓ 0.
where Aj,iℓ denotes the submatrix of Aj which represents dΦr(zE,r,j) in the coordinate
(u, v). Recall the constitution of Π. Its negative energy part is made up by shrinkable
periodic orbits extending from each pairs of homoclinic orbits {z±j (t) : j = 1, · · · , k}.
It follows from the proof for single homology class case that (6.17) holds as E ↓ 0.
Since Π = πhΠ˜, it consists of k pieces of surface when it is restricted around the
origin, they are made up by the orbits shown in Figure 4. Since |zˆ±i (t)| = o(|z±i,1(t)|)
when z±i (t) is close to the origin, each piece can be treated as the graph Gi of a map
(u1, v1) → zˆi(u1, v1). Applying the same argument for the case k = 1, we see that
dzˆi(0) = 0, i.e. all leaves are tangent to each other at the origin. So, Proposition 6.7
is proved. 
To check the normally hyperbolic property of Π, we only need to consider the points
on the homoclinic orbits {z±(t) : t ∈ R}. Since the cylinder is made up by hyperbolic
periodic orbits, along which the Lyapunov exponents with respect to the tangent space
are equal to zero while they are non-zero when they are restricted on the normal space.
Obviously, Tz=0Π = Span{ ∂∂x1 , ∂∂y1}. Given suitably small r > 0, there exists Tr > 0
such that it holds for any z ∈ {z±(t) : t ∈ R} that ΦtH(z) ∈ Br if t ≥ Tr. Therefore, for
each z ∈ {z±(t) : t ∈ R} there exists a decomposition TzR2n = TzΠ⊕ TzN+ ⊕ TzN−
and c1 ≥ 1 such that
c−11 e
−(λ1−cr)(t−Tr) <
‖dΦtH(z)v‖
‖v‖ < c1e
(λ1+cr)(t−Tr), ∀ v ∈ TzΠ,
‖dΦtH(z)v‖
‖v‖ ≥ c1e
(λ2−cr)(t−Tr), ∀ v ∈ TzN+,
‖dΦtH(z)v‖
‖v‖ ≤ c
−1
1 e
−(λ2−cr)(t−Tr), ∀ v ∈ TzN−.
Reader can refer to the proof of formula (2.14) for details. With Theorem 6.1 and 6.7,
the whole proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed.
Remark. The homoclinic orbits {z±1 (t), · · · , z±k (t)} are not required to be all different,
it is possible that some z±i (t) is multiply counted, e.g. some i1, · · · im 6= i such that
z±i1(t) = · · · = z±im(t) = z±i (t). Although Π is multiply folded along z±i (t) in this case,
it follows from (6.16) that Tz˜Π˜ = Tz˜′Π˜ if πhz˜ = πhz˜
′ ∈ ∪t∈Rz±i (t).
7. The fundamental matrix and its eigenvectors
This section is denoted to prove Proposition 6.3 and 6.6. To this end, we study the
variational equation along an orbit of ΦtH that starts from the section Σ
+
r = {v1 = r},
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remains in Br(0) until it arrives the section Σ
−
r = {u1 = r} after a time tE.
(7.1) ξ˙z = (diag{Λ,−Λ} + J∂2P (z(t)))ξz .
We assume H is in the Birkhoff normal form H =
∑n
i=1 λiuivi +N +R with
(7.2) N = Nκ(I1, · · · , In), R = O(‖(u, v)‖2κ+2)
where Ii = uivi, Nκ is a polynomial of degree κ without constant and linear part, the
integer κ is chosen so that (κ− 1)λ1 > λn.
Instead of studying the variational equation along the orbit which is from {v1 = r}
to {u1 = r} in one step for small E > 0, we study the equation in two steps, from the
section {v1 = r} to {v1 = u1} first, then to {u1 = r}. For small E < 0, we study the
equation also in two steps, from {v1 = r} to {v1 = −u1} first, then to {u1 = −r}. Let
Λ = diag{λ1, λ2, · · · , λn} and I denote the identity matrix.
Lemma 7.1. For E > 0, let z+E (t) = (u
+
E(t), v
+
E (t)) be the periodic orbit that starts
from the section {v1 = r} at t = 0, remains in {|z| ≤ r} before it arrives the section
{u1 = v1} after a time τE ≈ 12λ1 ln 1E bounded by (2.11). Then, the variational equation
along the orbit z+E (t)|[0,t′] or along z−E(t)|[0,t′] with t′ ≤ τE takes the form
(7.3) (ξ˙u, ξ˙v) = [diag{Λ,−Λ} + r2(B′(t) +B′′(t))](ξu, ξv)
where B′ and B′′ satisfy the conditions
1, let e−ΛEt = diag{e−λ1,E t, · · · , e−λn,Et} where λi,E = λi− νr
√
|E| with ν > 0, the
matrix B′ takes the form
B′ =
[√|E|I 0
0 e−ΛEt
]
B′0(t)
[
e−ΛEt 0
0
√
|E|I
]
all elements of B′0(t) are bounded by some ν > 0;
2, all elements of B′′ are bounded by νr2κ−2e−2κλ1,E t.
The properties also hold for the variational equation along the orbit z−E(t) that
starts from the section {v1 = r} at t = 0, remains in {|z| ≤ r} before it arrives the
section {u1 = −v1} after a time τE.
Proof. In the Birkhoff normal form, the variational equation takes the form
(7.4)
[
ξ˙u
ξ˙v
]
= (diag{Λ,−Λ}+A(t))
[
ξu
ξv
]
where the matrix A admits a decomposition A = A′+A′′, A′ is from the main part N
and A′′ is from the remaining part R. Denoting by a′ij the element at the crossroad
of the i-th row and j-th column of A′ we find that for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
a′ij = (bij + δijbi)uivj, a
′
i(j+n) = bijuiuj,
a′(i+n)j = bijvivj, a
′
(i+n)(j+n) = (bij + δijbi)viuj ,
where bij =
∂2N
∂Ii∂Ij
, δij is the Kronecker Delta and bi = I
−1
i
∂N
∂Ii
. Therefore, the matrix
A′ admits the form
(7.5) A′ =
[
u 0
0 v
] [
A¯1 + A¯0 A¯1
−A¯1 −A¯1 − A¯0
] [
v 0
0 u
]
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where u = diag{u1, · · · , un}, v = diag{v1, · · · , vn}, A¯1 = {bij}1≤i,j≤n is a matrix of
order n and A¯0 = diag{I−11 ∂N∂I1 , · · · , I−1n ∂N∂In }. Since N does not have linear term, bi is
bounded, so all elements of A¯1 and A¯0 are bounded.
Restricted to a segment of the periodic orbit ΓE = {uE(t), vE(t) : t ∈ [0, τE ]} that
starts from the section {v1 = r} when t = 0 and arrives the section {v1 = ±u1} after a
time τE. For small |E| > 0, it follows from (2.10), (2.11) and (6.3) that |τE − 12λ1 ln 1E |
is uniformly bounded in |E|
(7.6) |vE(t)| ≤ |vE(0)|e−(λ1−cr)t, |uE(t)| ≤ |uE(τE)| ≤ cr
√
|E|, ∀ t ∈ [0, τE ],
which leads to the estimate on the main part and the remainder of the Birkhoff normal
form when they are restricted on ΓE . According to (7.6), some constant ν > 0 exists
such that
(7.7) |∂IiN | ≤ νr
√
|E|, |∂uiR(uE(t), vE(t))| ≤ ν|vE(0)|2κe−2κ(λ1−cr)t
where the second inequality is got by applying the properties that |∂R(u(t), v(t))| =
O(‖u(t), v(t)‖2κ+1) and |vE(t)| ≥ |vE(0)|e−(λ1−cr)t = |vE(0)||E|
λ1−cr
2λ1 ≥ |vE(0)|
√|E| ≥
c|uE(t)| holds for t ∈ [0, τE ]. Applying the estimates (7.6) and (7.7) to the Hamiltonian
equation associated with the Birkhoff normal form, we find
v˙E,i ≤ −(λi − νr
√
|E|)vE,i + νr2κe−(2κ+1)(λ1−cr)t, ∀ t ∈ [0, t′E ].
It follows from a variant of Gro¨nwell inequality that vE,i(t) is bounded by
vE,i(t) ≤ e−λi,E t
(
vE,i(0) + νr
2κ
∫ t
0
e(λi,E−(2κ+1)(λ1−cr))sds
)
, ∀ t ∈ [0, τE ].
Since |τE − 12λ1 ln 1E | is uniformly bounded in E, κλ1 > λn and r > 0 is small, one has
e−(2κ+1)(λ1−cr)t < e−λi,Et for t ∈ [0, t′E ]. Therefore, one has
(7.8) |vE,i(t)| ≤ (|vE,i(0)| + νr2κ)e−λi,E t, ∀ t ∈ [0, τE ], i = 1, · · · , n.
Notice that |ui| and |vi| in (7.5) are bounded by the second estimate in (7.6) and (7.8)
respectively, and the elements of A′′ are from the second derivative of the remainder
R of order O(‖(u, v)‖2κ), |v(t)| ≥ |u(t)| holds for t ∈ [0, τE ], i.e. the elements of B′′
are bounded νr2κ−2e−2κλ1,E t. 
In the following, a matrix M(t) is said to be dominated by another matrix M¯(t) if
any element ofM is bounded by the corresponding element of M¯ , i.e. |mij(t)| ≤ m¯ij(t)
holds for all i, j ≤ n. We denote the relation by M(t) ≺ M¯(t), or M ≺ M¯ for short.
Let I denote the matrix in which all elements are equal to 1. By the notation, we have
(7.9)
B′(t) ≺ νB¯′(t) = ν
[√|E|I 0
0 e−Λ
′t
]
I
[
e−Λ′t 0
0
√
|E|I
]
,
r−2κ+2B′′(t) ≺ νB¯′′(t) = νe−λκtI
where e−Λ′t = diag{e−λ′1t, · · · , e−λ′nt} and λκ = 2κλ1,E . As λi,E = λi − O(
√
|E|), we
are able to choose λ′i ≤ λi,E such that 3(λi − λ′i) < λ1 holds for each i ≤ n.
To apply the relation (7.9) to study the fundamental matrix Z(t) of Equation (7.3),
by adopting the notation e(Λ,−Λ)t = diag{eΛt, e−Λt} and e(−Λ,Λ)t = diag{e−Λt, eΛt} we
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consider the matrices
(7.10)
Nt = e
(−Λ,Λ)tB¯′e(Λ,−Λ)t
=
[√|E|e−ΛtIe(Λ−Λ′)t |E|e−ΛtIe−Λt
e(Λ−Λ′)tIe(Λ−Λ′)t
√
|E|e(Λ−Λ′)tIe−Λt
]
,
Mt = e
(−Λ,Λ)tB¯′′e(Λ,−Λ)t = e−λκt
[
e−ΛtIeΛt e−ΛtIe−Λt
eΛtIeΛt eΛtIe−Λt
]
Let Nt,ij , Mt,ij denote the element of Nt, Mt at the crossroad at the i-th row and the
j-th column respectively, then for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n we have
(7.11)
Nt,ij =
√
|E|e−(λi+λ′j−λj)t, Nt,i(j+n) = |E|e−(λi+λj)t,
Nt,(i+n)j = e
(λi−λ′i+λj−λ′j)t, Nt,(i+n)(j+n) =
√
|E|e−(λj+λ′i−λi)t.
Mt,ij = e
−(λi−λj+λκ)t, Mt,i(j+n) = e−(λi+λj+λκ)t,
Mt,(i+n)j = e
−(λκ−λi−λj)t, Mt,(i+n)(j+n) = e−(λκ−λi+λj)t.
Since κλ1 > 2λn is assumed, all elements of Mt are smaller than 1 for t > 0.
Lemma 7.2. Let Z(t) with Z(0) = I2n be the fundamental matrix of the variational
equation (7.3) which satisfies the conditions listed in Lemma 7.1. Then, some constant
matrices D0,D1 exist such that for t ∈ [0, τE ]
(7.12) Z(t)− e(Λ,−Λ)t ≺ r2e(Λ,−Λ)t(NtD0 +D1).
Proof. Treating ǫ = νr2 as a small parameter, we develop the fundamental matrix
into a series of ǫ
(7.13) Z(t) =
∞∑
ℓ=0
ǫℓZℓ(t).
Substituting z in Equation (7.3)) with (7.13), one obtains a series of linear equations
Z˙0(t) = diag{Λ,−Λ}Z0(t);
Z˙ℓ(t) = diag{Λ,−Λ}Zℓ(t) + (B′(t) +B′′(t))Zℓ−1(t), ℓ = 1, 2, · · · .
Hence, we have Z0(t) = e
(Λ,−Λ)t and
(7.14) Zℓ(t) =
1
ν
e(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
e(−Λ,Λ)s(B′(s) +B′′(s))Zℓ−1(s)ds, ∀ ℓ ≥ 1.
For ℓ = 1, we decompose Z1(t) = Z
′
1(t) + Z
′′
1 (t) where
Z ′1(t) =
1
ν
e(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
e(−Λ,Λ)sB′(s)e(Λ,−Λ)sds ≺ e(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
Nsds,
Z ′′1 (t) =
r2k
ν
e(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
e(−Λ,Λ)sB′′(s)e(Λ,−Λ)sds ≺ r2k−2e(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
Msds.
Let σ = max1≤i,j≤n{|λi−λ′i+λj−λ′j |−1, |λi−λj+λ′j|−1, |λκ−λi−λj|−1, (λi+λj)−1}.
Since all elements of Nt and ofMt are exponential function, in particular, the elements
of Mt have negative exponents guaranteed by λκ > max1≤i,j≤n{λi+λj}, we find from
(7.11) that ∫ t
0
Nsds ≺ σ(Nt + I),
∫ t
0
Msds ≺ σ(I−Mt)
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Let µ1 = 1 + r
2κ−2, we have
(7.15)
Z1(t) ≺ σe(Λ,−Λ)t(Nt + I+ r2κ−2(I−Mt))
≺ σe(Λ,−Λ)t(Nt + µ1I) = Z¯1.
To get the dominating matrix Z¯2 ≻ Z2, we apply (7.14) and (7.15) while being aware
of (7.10)
(7.16)
Z2(t) =
1
ν
e(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
e(−Λ,Λ)s(B′(s) +B′′(s))Z1(s)ds
≺σe(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
e(−Λ,Λ)s(B¯′(s) + r2κ−2B¯′′(s))Z¯1(s)ds
≺σe(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
(Ns + r
2κ−2Ms)(Ns + µ1I)ds.
Writing Nt in a block matrix, we get from (7.10) that for t ≥ 0
N2t =2
√
|E|
[√|E|e−ΛtIe−Λ′tIe(Λ−Λ′)t |E|e−ΛtIe−Λ′tIe−Λt
e(Λ−Λ′)tIe−Λ′tIe(Λ−Λ′)t
√
|E|e(Λ−Λ′)tIe−Λ′tIe−Λt
]
≺2n
√
|E|Nt.
Each element of MtNt is a sum of 2n exponential function in t. Notice κλ1 > λn. We
derive from (7.10) that all of the functions have negative exponent MtNt ≺ 2ne−t/σI.
Since each element of Mt is also an exponential function in t with negative exponent,
we obtain from (7.16) that
Z2(t) ≺σe(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
Ns(µ1I + 2n
√
|E|I)ds
+ σe(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
µ1r
2k−2MsI+ 2nr2k−2e−t/σIds
≺σe(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
Ns(µ1 + 2n
√
|E|)Ids
+ σe(Λ,−Λ)t
∫ t
0
(1 + µ1)2nr
2k−2e−t/σIds
≺ν2σ2e(Λ,−Λ)t(Nt + µ2I)I = Z¯2(t)
where ν2 = µ1 + 2n
√|E| and µ2 = 1 + 1+µ1
µ1+2n
√
|E|r
2κ−2. By induction, we have
(7.17) Z¯ℓ(t) = (Π
ℓ
j=2νj)σ
ℓe(Λ,−Λ)t(Nt + µℓI)Iℓ−1
where µj+1 = 1+
1+µj
µj+2n
√
|E|r
2κ−2 and νj+1 = µj+2n
√
|E|. Let µ∗ = 1+2∑∞ℓ=1 r(2κ−1)ℓ,
then µℓ ≤ µ∗ and νℓ ≤ µ∗ + 2n
√|E| for all ℓ. Since Iℓ = (2n)ℓ−1I, to make the series
of matrices
D0 = σνI2n +
∞∑
ℓ=2
(νσ)ℓr2ℓ−2
ℓ∏
j=2
νjI
ℓ−1
convergent we only need to set r ≤ 1
4n(µ∗+2n
√
|E|)νσ . Let D1 = µID0, we find Z(t) −
e(Λ,−Λ)t ≺ r2e(Λ,−Λ)t(NtD0 +D1). 
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Lemma 7.3. Let z′ji be the element of Z(τE) at the crossroad of i-th column and j-th
row, some constant µ′i ≥ 1 and c > 0 exist such that
(7.18)
µ′−1i |E|−
λi
2λ1 ≤ z′ii ≤µ′i|E|−
λi
2λ1 , i = 1, · · · , n,
|z′ji| ≤o(r)µ′j|E|−
λj
2λ1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i,
|z′j(i+n)| ≤o(r)µ′j|E|
− λj
2λ1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
|z′(j+n)i| ≤c|E|
1
6 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
|z′(j+n)(i+n)| ≤c|E|
1
6 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Proof. Since λ′i is set such that λi − λ′i < 13λ1, all elements in the matrix
e(Λ,−Λ)τENτED0 =
[ √|E|Ie(Λ−Λ′)τE |E|Ie−ΛτE
e−Λ
′τE Ie(Λ−Λ
′)τE
√
|E|e−Λ′τE Ie−Λ′τE
]
D0,
are bounded by ce
1
3
λ1τE ≈ c|E| 16 because |τE − 12λ1 ln 1|E| | is bounded as |E| → 0. In
this case, some c ≥ 1 exists such that c−1|E|−λi/2λ1 ≤ eλiτE ≤ c|E|−λi/2λ1 . From
(7.12) we see that z′ii = (1 + o(r))e
λiτE , it leads to the first inequality of (7.18). The
rest of the proof can be done similarly. 
By applying Lemma 7.3 we are able to calculate the differential dΦr,0. Recall the
inner map Φr,0: Sr ⊂ {v1 = r} → {u1 = v1} is defined by the flow ΦtH . Emanating
from a point z ∈ Sr, the orbit ΦtH(z) keeps close to the stable manifold until it arrives
at {u1 = v1} after a time tz, we define Φr,0(z) = ΦtzH(z).
Lemma 7.4. Let ξ = (ξu1 , ξuˆ, 0, ξvˆ) ∈ TzSr be a tangent vector. If we write dΦtzH(z)ξ =
(ξ′u1 , ξ
′
uˆ, ξ
′
v1 , ξ
′
vˆ) and XH(Φ
tz
H(z)) = (Xu1 ,Xuˆ,Xv1 ,Xvˆ), then
(7.19) dΦr,0(z)ξ = dΦ
tz
H(z)ξ −
ξ′u1 − ξ′v1
Xu1 −Xv1
XH(Φ
tz
H(z)).
Proof. Emanating from the points z, z′ ∈ Sr, the trajectories arrive at the section
{u1 = v1} after the time tz and tz′ respectively. One has tz′ − tz → 0 if z′ → z. We
have the identity
Φ
tz′
H (z
′)− ΦtzH(z) =Φ
tz′
H (z
′)− ΦtzH(z′) + ΦtzH(z′)− ΦtzH(z)
=Φ
tz′−tz
H Φ
tz
H(z
′)− ΦtzH(z′) + dΦtzH(z)(z′ − z) +O(|z′ − z|2))
=XH(Φ
tz
H(z
′))(tz′ − tz) + dΦtzH(z)(z′ − z)
+O(|z′ − z|2, |tz′ − tz|2).
It implies that dΦr,0(z)ξ = dΦ
tz
H(z)ξ − νXH(ΦtzH(z)) holds for some ν. The property
that the u1-component of Φ
tz′
H (z
′) − ΦtzH(z) is equal to its v1-component requires ν =
ξ′u1−ξ′v1
Xu1−Xv1 . We are aware that Xu1 6= Xv1 at the point Φ
tz
H(z) because the orbit passes
the section {u1 = v1} transversally. 
Treating each column z′i = {z′ji : j ≤ 2n} of Z(τE) as a vector, we have z′i = Z(τE)ei.
We set zi = z
′
i −
z′1i−z′(n+1)i
Xu1−Xv1 XH(Φ
τE
H (z)) for i = 1, 2, · · · , 2n. It follows from Lemma
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7.4 that z1 = zn+1. Because TzSr = Span{e1, · · · , en, en+2, · · · e2n}, we find
Ψ = [z1, z2, · · · , zn, zn+2, · · · , z2n]
which represents the differential dΦr,0. For the periodic orbit lying on H
−1(E), the
property (6.3) guarantees
(7.20)
|Xuˆ|
|Xu1 −Xv1 |
,
|Xvˆ|
|Xu1 −Xv1 |
≤ cr2|E| ν
′
2 .
We obtain from (7.18) and (7.19) that some {µi = µi(E) > 0 : i = 1, 2, · · · , n} exist
such that infE 6=0 µi(E) > 0
(7.21)
zii =µi|E|−
λi
2λ1 , i = 1, · · · , n,
|zji| ≤o(r)µj |E|−
λj
2λ1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i,
|zj(i+n)| ≤o(r)µj |E|−
λj
2λ1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
|z(j+n)i| ≤o(r)|E|−
1−ν′
2 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
|z(j+n)(i+n)| ≤o(r)|E|−
1−ν′
2 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
By the same method, we get the matrix ΨE representing the differential dΦE,r,0. To
make ξ1,i
∂
∂u1
+ ∂∂ui , ξ1,i+n
∂
∂u1
+ ∂∂vi ∈ TzSE,r we find ξ1,i = −
λivi
λ1r
(1+O(r)) and ξ1,i+n =
−λiuiλ1r (1 + O(r)) since z
+
E,r ∈ {v1 = r}. In view of (7.8), we find |ξ1,i+n| ≤ c|E|
1−cr
2 .
Because the tangent space TzSE,r = Span{ξ1,i ∂∂u1 + ∂∂ui , ξ1,i+n ∂∂u1 + ∂∂vi : i = 2, · · · , n},
we obtain the matrix ΨE representing dΦE,r,0 as follows
ΨE = [zE,2, · · · , zE,n, zE,n+2, · · · , zE,2n]
where zE,j = zj + ξ1,jz1 and zE,j+n = zj + ξ1,j+nz1 for j = 2, · · · , n. Let ıΨE be the
matrix obtained from ΨE by eliminating the 1-st and the (n + 1)-th row and let ıΨ
be the matrix obtained from Ψ by eliminating the (n+ 1)-th row.
Lemma 7.5. The matrix ıΨE has n− 1 pairs of eigenvalues {σi|E|−
λi
2λ1 , σ−1i |E|
λi
2λ1 :
2 ≤ i ≤ n} associated with the eigenvectors {ξi = ei + bi, ξi+n = ei+n + bi+n} respec-
tively, where infE σi > 0, all elements of bi, bi+n ∈ R2(n−1) are bounded by o(r).
The matrix ıΨ has n large eigenvalues {σ¯i|E|−
λi
2λ1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} associated with the
eigenvectors {ζi = ei + o(r)} respectively. Other n− 1 eigenvalues are not larger than
|E|−(1−v′)/2, the first n elements of their normalized eigenvector are of order o(r).
Proof. Since zE,j = zj + ξ1,jz1 and zE,j+n = zj + ξ1,j+nz1, we see from (7.21) that the
diagonal element in the first n − 1 rows of the matrix ΨE is much larger then other
elements in the same row for small |E|,
µi|E|−λi/2λ1 + o(r)ξ1,iµ1|E|−1/2 ≫ o(r)(µi|E|−λi/2λ1 + ξ1,jµj|E|−1/2)
holds for all j 6= i. To consider the characteristic polynomial F (σ) of ΨE , we notice
that for σ ≥ |E|−1/2, the diagonal element of ΨE − σI in other (n − 1) rows is much
larger than other elements in the same row. Since
|E|−λ2/2λ1 ≪ |E|−λ3/2λ1 ≪ · · · ≪ |E|−λn/2λ1 ,
we have F (12µi|E|−λi/2λ1)F (32µi|E|−λi/2λ1) < 0 for i = 2, · · · , n. It implies that there
are at least eigenvalues which are larger than 12µi|E|−λi/2λ1 . Since ıΨE is symplectic,
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guaranteed by Lemma 2.3, the eigenvalues appear in paired (σ, σ−1). Therefore, there
exists exactly one eigenvalue lying between 12µi|E|−λi/2λ1 and 32µi|E|−λi/2λ1 .
To study the eigenvector ξi for σi|E|−λi/2λ1 , we see that the diagonal element of
ΨE−σi|E|−λi/2λ1I in the j-th row with j 6= i is much larger than other elements in the
same row. So we have |ξiℓ| ≤ o(r)|ξii| if the notation ξi = {ξiℓ : ℓ ≤ 2n, ℓ 6= 1, n + 1},
otherwise one would have
∑
ℓ 6=j zE,jℓξiℓ + (zE,jj − σi|E|−λi/2λ1)ξij 6= 0. Hence, there
exists bi ∈ R2(n−1) with |bi| = o(r) such that ξi = ei + bi.
Let ξn+i be the normalized eigenvector for σ
−1
i |E|λi/2λ1 , its first n−1 elements have
to be o(r). Otherwise one would have
∑
ℓ 6=j zE,jℓξi+n,ℓ+(zE,jj−σ−1i |E|λi/2λ1)ξi+n,j 6= 0
if ξi+n,j is larger than o(r). Since ıΨE is symplectic, 〈ξn+i, Jξj〉 = 〈ıΨEξn+i, JıΨEξj〉 =
σ−1j σi|E|(λi−λj)/2λ1〈ξn+i, Jξj〉 = 0 holds for all j 6= i, the element ξn+i,j can not be
larger than o(r) either for j ≥ n+ 2 with j 6= n+ i. So we have ξn+i,n+i = 1 + o(r).
The proof for the properties of ıΨ is similar. Due to the lack of symplectic structure
in ıΨ, we only know the smallness of the first n elements of the eigenvector ζn+i, we
are unable to get that ζn+i is close to en+i. 
Notice that the 1-st row of Ψ is the same as its (n+1)-th row. If ζi = (ζi,1, ζi,uˆ, ζi,vˆ) is
an eigenvector for the eigenvalue µi, then dΦr,0(ζi,1, ζi,uˆ, 0, ζi,vˆ) = µi(ζi,1, ζi,uˆ, ζi,1, ζi,vˆ).
If (ξi,uˆ, ξi,vˆ) is an eigenvector of ΨE for the eigenvalue µi, then ∃ components ξi,1 and
ξ¯i,1 such that dΦE,r,0(ξi,1, ξi,uˆ, 0, ξi,vˆ) = µi(ξ¯i,1, ξi,uˆ, ξ¯i,1, ξi,vˆ) and both vectors lie in the
tangent space of the energy level set.
Let Ψ′ and Ψ′E be the matrix of the tangent map dΦ0,r and dΦE,0,r respectively.
Corollary 7.6. The matrix ıΨ′E has 2(n−1) eigenvalues {σ′i|E|
− λi
2λ1 , σ′−1i |E|
λi
2λ1 : 2 ≤
i ≤ n} associated with the eigenvectors {ξ′i = ei + b′i, ξ′i+n = ei+n + b′i+n} respectively,
where infE σ
′
i > 0, all elements of b
′
i, b
′
i+n ∈ R2(n−1) are bounded by o(r).
The matrix ıΨ′ has n small eigenvalues {σ¯′−1i |E|
λi
2λ1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} associated with the
eigenvectors {ζ ′i = ei+n−1+o(r)} respectively. Other n−1 eigenvalues are not smaller
than |E|(1−v′)/2, the last n elements of their normalized eigenvector {ζ ′n+2, · · · , ζ ′2n}
are of order o(r).
Proof. If we exchange the places of u with v, the differential dΦ−10,r and dΦ
−1
E,0,r is found
by the same method to find dΦr,0 and dΦE,r,0. Let Ψ
′− and Ψ′E− be the matrix of dΦ
−1
0,r
and dΦ−1E,0,r respectively, Lemma 7.5 works for the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of
ıΨ′− and ıΨ′E−. Since the inverse of the map has the same eigenvectors, the proof is
completed if we exchange the place of u with v. 
To prove Proposition 6.3 concerning the composition of dΦE,r,r = dΦE,0,rdΦE,r,0
and dΦr,r = dΦ0,rdΦr,0, we apply the following proposition by postponing the proof
to the end of this section.
Proposition 7.7. Let Ψ and Ψ′ be linear maps Rd → Rd. Assume Rd admits decom-
position of subspaces Rd = Es ⊕ E0 ⊕ Eℓ = E′s ⊕ E′0 ⊕ E′ℓ such that
(1) Es, E,Eℓ are invariant for Ψ and E
′
s, E
′, E′ℓ are invariant for Ψ
′;
(2) dimEs = dimE
′
s, dimE0 = dimE
′
0 = 1 and dimEℓ = dimE
′
ℓ;
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(3) some numbers σℓ > σ0 > σs > 0 and σ
′
ℓ > σ
′
0 > σ
′
s > 0 exist such that
|Ψv| ≥ σℓ|v|, ∀ v ∈ Eℓ, |Ψ′v| ≥ σ′ℓ|v|, ∀ v ∈ E′ℓ;
|Ψv| ≤ σs|v|, ∀ v ∈ Es, |Ψ′v| ≤ σ′s|v|, ∀ v ∈ E′s;
|Ψv| = σ0|v|, ∀ v ∈ E0, |Ψ′v| = σ′0|v|, ∀ v ∈ E′0
and
min
{σ′ℓ
σ′0
,
σℓ
σ0
,
σ0
σs
,
σ′0
σ′s
}
≥ 4;
(4) ∃ α < 1 such that |〈vı, v〉| ≤ α|vı||v| holds ∀ vı ∈ Eı, v ∈ E with ı 6=  where
ı,  ∈ {s, 0, ℓ};
(5) the subspace Eı is close to E
′
ı for ı = s, 0, ℓ in the following sense, for any
v ∈ Eı (v′ ∈ E′ı resp.), some v′ ∈ E′ı (v ∈ Eı resp.) exists such that 〈v, v′〉 ≥
|v||v′|(1− δ) holds for some small δ ≥ 0.
Then, ∃ small δ0 > 0 such that for δ ∈ (0, δ0], the map Ψ∗ = Ψ′Ψ has an eigenvalue
σ∗0 = σ
′
0σ0(1 + O(δ)) associated with an eigenvector v
∗
0 satisfying the condition that
〈v, v∗0〉 ≥ |v||v∗0 |(1 − O(δ)) holds for v ∈ E0. The quantities O(δ) are independent of
the size of the eigenvalues, only depend on the ratio |σ0σ′0σsσ′s | and |
σℓσ
′
ℓ
σ0σ′0
|.
Proof of Proposition 6.3. We set Eℓ = Span{ζ2, · · · , ζn}, Es = Span{ζn+2, · · · , ζ2n}
and E0 = Span{ζ1} for the matrix Ψ, set E′ℓ = Span{ζ ′n+2, · · · , ζ ′2n}, E0 = Span{ζ ′1}
and Es = Span{ζ ′2, · · · , ζ ′n} for the matrix Ψ′. Under such setting, we have
σℓ
σ0
=
σ2
σ1
|E|−λ2−λ12 , σ0
σs
≥ σ1|E|−
ν′
2 ,
σ′ℓ
σ′0
≥ 1
σ1
|E|− ν
′
2 ,
σ′0
σ′s
=
σ1
σ2
|E|−λ2−λ12 .
They are quite large for small |E|. Clearly, Eı is close to E′ı for ı = s, 0, ℓ. Applying
Proposition 7.7 we see that ıΨ′ıΨ has an eigenvalue σ∗1 = 1+ o(r) associated with an
eigenvector e1+ o(r). It corresponds to a vector η1 = (1, η1,uˆ, 0, η1,vˆ) ∈ Tz+
E,r
Sr that is
mapped by dΦr,r to a vector (1 + o(r))(1, η1,uˆ, 0, η1,vˆ) ∈ Tz−
E,r
Ur where |η1,uˆ|, |η1,vˆ | =
o(r). The same method applies in the study of the eigenvectors of Ψ∗E = Ψ
′
EΨE.
Hence, the proof of the proposition is completed if we prove the following
Lemma 7.8. Given a symplectic matrix M , if its spectrum consists of 2d different
real numbers {σi, σ−1i : i = 1, · · · , d}, associated with the eigenvectors ηi and ηi+d
respectively, then the matrix Ψ = [η1, · · · , ηd, η1+d, · · · , η2d] is symplectic if a suitable
factor νi is applied to each ηi for i = 1, · · · , d.
Indeed, because M is symplectic, we have λjλi〈ηi, Jηj〉 = 〈Mηi, JMηj〉 = 〈ηi, Jηj〉.
So, it has to be zero if λjλi 6= 1. It implies that
ΨtJΨ =
[
0 Υ
−Υ 0
]
where Υ = diag{〈η1, Jηd+1〉, · · · , 〈ηd, Jη2d〉}. Clearly, 〈ηi, Jηi+d〉 6= 0, otherwise M
would be degenerate. Let ν−1i = 〈ηi, Jηd+i〉, one has 〈νiηi, Jηd+i〉 = 1. Applying this
lemma to the eigenvectors of dΦE,r,r, the matrix TE = [ξ
∗
2 , · · · , ξ∗n, ξ∗2+n, · · · , ξ∗2n] of
the eigenvectors can be made symplectic. 
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Proof of Proposition 6.6. We consider the inner map Φr,r. For E > 0, emanating
from the point z+E,r at t = 0, the periodic orbit z
+
E (t) arrives at the point z
−
E,r after a
time tE satisfying the condition (2.11). Given any small ε > 0, there exists E(ε) > 0
such that for E ∈ (0, E(ε)], the orbit z+E (t) passes through the disk |z| ≤ ε before it
arrives at z−E,r. Let t
′
E < t
′′
E be the time when the periodic orbit passes through the
section {v1 = ε} and {u1 = ε} respectively, then z+E |[0,t′E ] keeps close to the stable
manifold, z+E |[t′′E ,tE ] keeps close to the unstable manifold and z
+
E |[t′E ,t′′E ] remains in the
disk |z| ≤ ε. Clearly, some finite t′, t′′ exists such that t′E → t′, tE − t′′ → t′′ and
t′′E − t′E →∞ as E → 0.
Recall that zE(t) passes through the section {u1 = v1} at the time t = τE. With
the experience to prove Proposition 6.3, let Z ′E(t), Z
∗
E(t) be the fundamental matrix
of the variational equation of the Hamiltonian (2.2) along the orbit z+E |[0,t′E ], z
+
E |[t′E ,τE ]
respectively with Z ′E(0) = Z
∗
E(0) = I. So, ZE(τE) = Z
∗
E,ε(τE − t′E)Z ′E,ε(t′E) is the
fundamental matrix of the variational equation along the orbit z+E |[0,τE ].
Let z++(t)|[0,t′] be a piece of the homoclinic orbit z+(t) such that z++(0) = z+r , thus
we have z+E (t
′
E) → z+(t′) as E → 0. Let Z ′0(t) be the fundamental matrix along
z++(t)|[0,t′] such that Z ′0(0) = I. Clearly, Z ′E(t′E)→ Z ′0(t′) as E → 0.
From the special form of the Hamiltonian (2.5), we are able to get more information
about the fundamental matrix Z ′ε(t′). Notice ∂IN = 0 when it is restricted on the
stable or unstable manifold since N is a function of (u1v1, · · · , unvn) without linear
term. Because ∂2vvR(z
+
+(t)|[0,t′]) = 0, the variational equation of the the Birkhoff
normal form (2.3) along z++(t)|[0,t′] takes the form
(7.22)
ξ˙u = (Λ + ∂vuR)ξu,
ξ˙v = −(Λ + ∂uvR)ξv − ∂2uuRξu,
where Λ = diag{λ1, · · · , λn}. The terms ∂2uvR and ∂2vvR depend on the v-component
of z++(t) only if we write z
+
+(t) = (u
+
+(t), v
+
+(t)) since u
+
+(t) = 0. Notice that the first
equation is independent of ξv, we find that the fundamental matrix takes the form
Z ′0(t) =
[
Ψ11(t) 0
Ψ12(t) Ψ22(t)
]
where Ψ11(t) is the fundamental matrix of the first equation of (7.22), Ψ22(t) is the
one of the equation ξ˙v = −(Λ + ∂uvR)ξv and
(7.23) Ψ12(t) = −Ψ22(t)
∫ t
0
Ψ−122 (s)∂
2
uuR(0, v
+
+(s))Ψ11(s)ds.
Since ∂2uuR = O(|z|2κ−1), we expand Ψ11(t) into a sequence of ρℓ = r(2κ−1)ℓ
Ψ11(t) =
∞∑
ℓ=0
ρℓΨ11,ℓ(t).
The matrices {Ψ11,ℓ(t)} are obtained inductively. Clearly Ψ11,0 = eΛt and for ℓ ≥ 1
one has
Ψ11,ℓ(t) =
eΛt
r2κ−1
∫ t
0
e−Λs∂2vuR(0, v
+
+(s))Ψ11,ℓ−1(s)ds.
As each element of ∂2vuR decreases to zero not slower than v
2κ−1(t) ≤ cr2κ−1e−(2κ−1)λ1t,
each element in the integrands is dominated by a exponential function with negative
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exponent, its coefficient is bounded by cr2κ−1. Therefore,
Ψ11,ℓ(t
′) ≺ ceΛt′I, ∀ ℓ ≥ 1.
The method is also applied to get an estimate on the fundamental matrix Ψ22(t) =∑∞
ℓ=0 ρ
ℓΨ22(t) such that Ψ22,0(t) = e
−Λt′ and
Ψ22,ℓ(t
′) ≺ ce−Λt′I, ∀ ℓ ≥ 1.
Hence, the absolute value of each element in the matrix Ψ−122 (s)∂
2
uuR(0, v
+
+(s))Ψ11(s)
is bounded by ce(2λn−(2κ−1)λ1)s. So, if (κ − 1)λ1 > λn holds, we obtain from (7.23)
that some larger constant c > 0 exists such that
Ψ12(t
′)− eΛt′ ≺ cr2κ−1e−Λt′I.
Because Z ′E(t
′
E)→ Z ′0(t′) as E → 0, for any small ǫ > 0, some E(ǫ) > 0 exists such
that the following holds for any E ∈ (0, E(ǫ)]
(7.24) Z ′E(t
′
E)− e(Λ,−Λ)t
′
E ≺ cr2κ−1e(Λ,−Λ)t′E
[
I ǫI
I I
]
Let t∗E be the time so that Φ
t∗E+t
′
E
H (z
+
E,r) ∈ {u1 = v1}, we apply Lemma 7.2 to study
dΦ
t∗E
H (Φ
t′E
H (z
+
E,r)). Hence, along the orbit Φ
t
H(Φ
t′E
H (z
+
E,r))|[0,t∗E ], the fundamental matrix
Z∗E(t) satisfies the relation
Z∗E(t)− e(Λ,−Λ)t ≺ ε2e(Λ,−Λ)t(NtD0 +D1)
where all elements in the matrices D0,D1 are of order 1 and Nt is defined as in (7.10).
So we have
Z ′E(t) =
[
eΛt(I +Br,11) ǫe
ΛtBr,12
e−ΛtBr,21 e−Λt(I +Br,22)
]
,
Z∗E(t) =
[
eΛt(I + ε2B11) ε
2eΛtB12
ε2e−ΛtBt e−Λt(I + ε2B22)
]
where Bt ≺ e(Λ−Λ′)tIe(Λ−Λ′)t, |Br,ij | ≤ cr2κ−1, |Bij | = O(1). Let Z = Z∗E(t∗E)Z ′E,ε(t′E)
and write
Z =
[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22
]
where each block is a matrix of order n, then
Z12 = ǫe
Λt∗
E (I + ε2Bε,11)e
Λt′
EBr,12 + ε
2eΛt
∗
EBε,12e
−Λt′
E (I +Br,22),
On the other hand, by applying Lemma 7.2 to the variational equation along the orbit
ΦtH(z
+
E,r)|[0,t∗E+t′E ] directly, we find
(7.25) Z∗E(t
∗
E)Z
′
E,ε(t
′
E)− e(Λ,−Λ)(t
∗
E
+t′
E
) ≺ r2e(Λ,−Λ)(t∗E+t′E)(Nt∗
E
+t′
E
D0 +D1)
The matrix Z represents the tangent map dΦτEH with τE = t
′
E + t
∗
E , which results in
the maps dΦr,0 and dΦE,r,0.
Let zi = dΦr,0
∂
∂ui
, zn+i = dΦr,0
∂
∂vi
and notice z′i = Zei, z
′
n+i = Zen+i are the i-th
and (n+ i)-th column of Z respectively. By applying Lemma 7.4 and in view of (7.20)
we obtain (7.21) again where the second inequality is improved by applying the special
form of Z12
(7.26) |zj(i+n)| ≤ o(r)(ǫ(1 + ε2e(λn−λ1)t
′
E ) + ε2)|E|−
λj
2λ1 ,
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we notice that t′E remains bounded as E → 0. As we did before, we obtain from the
matrix Z the matrix Ψ representing dΦr,0 and the matrix ΨE representing dΦE,r,0.
Ψ = [z1, z2, · · · , zn, zn+2, · · · , z2n];
ΨE = [zE,2, · · · , zE,n, zE,n+2, · · · , zE,2n]
where zE,j = zj + ξ1,jz1 and zE,j+n = zj+n+ ξ1,j+nz1 with ξ1,i = −λiviλ1r (1 +O(r)) and
ξ1,i+n = −λiuiλ1r (1 +O(r)). Since the correction terms ξ1,jz1 and ξ1,j+nz1 are relatively
small, we still have zE,ii ≥ 12µi|E|−λi/2λ1 for i = 2, · · · , n, the first inequality of (7.21)
and (7.26) also hold for {zE,ij : i = 2, · · · , n}.
Recall that ıΨE denote the matrix obtained from ΨE by eliminating the 1-st and
the (n+ 1)-th row.
Lemma 7.9. Lemma 7.5 holds for ΨE with extra properties: if ξi = ei−1 + bi and
ξi+n = ei+n−2+ bi+n denote the eigenvectors for σi|E|−λi/2λ1 and σ−1i |E|λi/2λ1 respec-
tively and bi = (bi,uˆ, bi,vˆ), bn+i = (bn+i,uˆ, bn+i,vˆ) then |bn+i,uˆ| ≤ ǫ(1+ε2e(λn−λ1)t′E )+ε2
and |bi,vˆ| ≤ |E|νi/2λ1 if 0 < νi < λi − (1− ν ′)λ1.
Proof. Let ψj denote the j-th row of ıΨE − σ−1i |E|λi/2λ1I. If |bn+i,uˆ| is reached at its
j-th element bn+i,uj+1 which is not smaller than ǫ(1 + ε
2e(λn−λ1)t′E ) + ε2, we see from
the first inequality in (7.21) and (7.26) that the term (zE,jj − σ−1i |E|λi/2λ1)bn+i,uj+1
is much larger than all other terms in 〈ψj , ξn+i〉, because |zE,jj| ≥ c|E|−λi/2λ1 . But it
is absurd since 〈ψj , ξn+i〉 = 0.
Let ψn+j denote the (n+ j− 2)-th row of ıΨE −σi|E|−λi/2λ1I. If |bi,vˆ| is reached at
its (j − 1)-th element bi,vj which is not smaller than |E|νi/2λ1 , we see from the third
and the fourth inequalities in (7.21) that the term |(zE,(n+j)(n+j) − σi|E|−λi/2λ1)bi,vj |
is much bigger than all other terms in 〈ϕj , ξi〉 because |zE,(n+j)(n+j)| ≤ c|E|−(1−ν′)/2.
It contradicts the fact that 〈ϕj , ξi〉 = 0. 
To study the inner map ΦE,r,r, we consider the map ΦE,0,r: H
−1(E)∩{u1 = v1} →
H−1(E)∩{u1 = r}, defined by the flow ΦtH . Emanating from ΦtH(z+E,r)|t=τE , the orbit
arrives at the point z−E,r ∈ {u1 = r} after a time τ ′E. So we have tE = τE + τ ′E. The
inverse of dΦE,0,r has the same property as dΦE,r,0 if we exchange the place u and v.
Therefore, in virtue of Lemma 7.5 and 7.9, we have
Lemma 7.10. The map dΦE,0,r has n−1 pairs of eigenvalues {σ′i|E|−
λi
2λ1 , σ′−1i |E|
λi
2λ1 :
2 ≤ i ≤ n} associated with the eigenvectors {ξ′i = ei + b′i, ξ′i+n = ei+n + b′i+n} respec-
tively, where |b′i|, |b′i+n| ≤ o(r) with extra properties |b′i,vˆ| ≤ ǫ(1 + ε2e(λn−λ1)t
′′
E ) + ε2,
and |b′n+i,uˆ| ≤ |E|νi/2λ1 with 0 < νi < λi − (1− ν ′)λ1.
By applying Proposition 7.7 on ΦE,r,r = ΦE,0,rΦE,r,0, we see that dΦE,r,r has (n−1)
pairs of eigenvalues {µi|E|−λi/λ1 , µ−1i |E|λi/λ1 : i = 2 · · ·n} with the eigenvectors ηˆi =
ei+ o(r) and ηˆi+n = ei+n+ o(r) respectively. We next exploit more precise properties
of ηˆi − ei and ηˆi+n − ei+n. With
α = 2max{ǫ(1 + ε2e(λn−λ1)t) + ε2, |E|νi/2λ1 : t ∈ {t′E , t′′E}, i = 2, · · · , n},
we define the cones
Kˆ−α = {(uˆ, vˆ) ∈ R2n−2 : α|uˆ| ≥ |vˆ|},
Kˆ+α = {(uˆ, vˆ) ∈ R2n−2 : α|vˆ| ≥ |uˆ|}.
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We are going to show that both dΦE,r,0 and dΦE,0,r map the cone Kˆ
−
α into itself and
their inverse maps Kˆ+α into itself either.
Let Eu = Span{ξ2, · · · , ξn} and Ev = Span{ξ2+n, · · · , ξ2n}. Any ξ ∈ R2(n−1) has
a decomposition ξ = ξu + ξv such that ξu ∈ Eu and ξv ∈ Ev. Because of Lemma
7.9, we have ξu ∈ Kˆ−α/2. Hence, ξ ∈ K−α implies |ξv| ≤ α2 |ξu|. In the decomposition
ξ′ = dΦE,r,0ξ = ξ′u + ξ′v with ξu ∈ Kˆ−α/2, ξ′u ∈ Eu and ξ′v ∈ Ev, we have
|ξ′v| ≤ µ−12 |E|
λ2
λ1 |ξv| ≤ α
2µ2
|E|
λ2
λ1 |ξu| ≤ α
2µ22
|E|2
λ2
λ1 |ξ′u|.
It implies that ξ′ ∈ Kˆ−α/2 provided |E| is small, i.e. Kˆ−α is invariant for dΦE,r,0. With
the same argument, we see that Kˆ−α is invariant for dΦE,0,r. It proves the invariance
of Kˆ−α for dΦE,r,r. By the same reason, we see that the cone K+α is invariant for the
inverse of dΦE,r,r.
Obviously, the eigenvectors {ηˆ2, · · · , ηˆn} fall into the cone Kˆ−α and the eigenvectors
{ηˆ2+n, · · · , ηˆ2n} fall into the cone Kˆ+α . Let ηˆi = (ηi,uˆ, ηi,vˆ) and ηˆi+n = (ηi+n,uˆ, ηi+n,vˆ),
that ηˆi ∈ Kˆ−α and ηˆi+n ∈ Kˆ+α implies
|ηi,vˆ| ≤ α|ηi,uˆ|, |ηi+n,uˆ| ≤ αηi+n,vˆ|.
We can choose α→ 0 as E → 0 because ε can be set sufficiently small if |E| is small
and ǫ→ 0 as E → 0. So, we complete the proof for dΦE,r,r. The proof for dΦ−E,−r,r
and for dΦ−E,r,−r is similar. 
What remains to complete the section is the proof of Proposition 7.7, we do it now.
Proof of Proposition 7.7. Let v0 ∈ E0 and v′0 ∈ E′0 be unit vector such that 〈v, v′0〉 ≥
|v||v′0|(1 − δ), we consider codimension-one affine manifolds L = Es ⊕ Eℓ + v0 and
L′ = E′s ⊕ E′ℓ + v′0. A map T between L and L′ is introduced as follows. Connecting
a point v ∈ L with the origin, we get a line that intersects L′ at a point v′. The map
T is defined such that T : v → Tv = v′. Since Eı is close to E′ı for ı = s, 0, ℓ, T is an
affine map close to identity, some constant µ = µ(α) ≥ 1 exists such that |T0| ≤ µδ
and ‖DT − I‖ ≤ µδ.
Each point v ∈ L admits a decomposition v = vs + vℓ + v0. Correspondingly the
point v′ = Tv admits a decomposition v′ = v′s+v′ℓ+v
′
0 with 〈vı, v′ı〉 ≥ |vı||v′ı|(1−O(δ))
for ı = s, ℓ. The map Ψ induces a map Ψ0: L0 → L0
(7.27) Ψ0v =
1
σ0
Ψv =
1
σ0
Ψ(vs + vℓ) + v0,
The map Ψ′0: L
′ → L′ is defined similarly. We consider the map M = T−1Ψ′0TΨ0, it
induces a contraction map on graphs as we are going to study in the following.
For affine map F : Es → Eℓ, its graph is defined to be the set GF = {(zs, F (zs), v0) :
zs ∈ Es}. Any affine map F induces another affine map M−1F such that M−1GF =
GM−1F . We introduce a set of affine maps FR,N : F ∈ FR,N implies ‖F‖ ≤ N and
‖DF‖ ≤ 1, where ‖F‖ = max|zs|≤R |F (zs)|.
Lemma 7.11. If 1 ≤ N ≤ 2R, µδ ≤ 112 , min{
σ′
ℓ
σ′0
, σℓσ0 } ≥ 2max{2, 1 + µδR} and
min{σ0σs ,
σ′0
σ′s
} ≥ √2, then there exists a unique F ∈ FR,N such that M−1F = F .
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Proof. Let πı: R
d → Eı denote the projection for ı = s, ℓ. For a vector ξ ∈ TzGF ,
let ξs = πsξ and ξℓ = πℓξ. If ‖DF‖ ≤ 1, then |ξℓ| ≤ |ξs| holds for (ξs, ξℓ) ∈ TvGF .
Since M−1 = Ψ−10 T
−1Ψ′−10 T , if we write (ξ
′
s, ξ
′
ℓ) = DT (ξs, ξℓ), (ξ¯
′
s, ξ¯
′
ℓ) = DΨ
−1
0 (ξ
′
s, ξ
′
ℓ),
(ξ¯s, ξ¯ℓ) = DT
−1(ξ¯′s, ξ¯′ℓ) and (ξ
∗
s , ξ
∗
ℓ ) = DΨ
−1
0 (ξ¯s, ξ¯ℓ), then one obtains step by step
|ξ′ℓ| ≤ (1 + µδ)|ξ′s|, |ξ¯′ℓ| ≤ (1 + µδ)
σs
σℓ
|ξ¯′s|,
|ξ¯ℓ| ≤ (1 + µδ)2σs
σℓ
|ξ¯s|, |ξ∗ℓ | ≤ (1 + µδ)2
σsσ
′
s
σℓσ
′
ℓ
|ξ∗s |.
It follows from the condition that (1 + µδ)2 σsσ
′
s
σℓσ
′
ℓ
< 1. Therefore, ‖DF‖ ≤ 1 implies
‖DM−1F‖ ≤ 1.
For a map F ∈ FR,M , let F ′, F¯ ′, F¯ and F ∗ be the maps such that GF ′ = TGF ,
GF¯ ′ = Ψ′−10 GF ′ , GF¯ = T−1GF¯ ′ and GF ∗ = Ψ−10 GF¯ . Hence, ‖F ′‖ ≤ (1 + µδR)N + µδ,
‖F¯ ′‖ ≤ σ′0σ′
ℓ
‖F ′‖, ‖F¯‖ ≤ (1 + µδR)‖F¯ ′‖+ µδ and ‖F ∗‖ ≤ σ0σℓ ‖F¯‖. Since N ≥ 1,
(7.28) ‖F ∗‖ ≤ σ0
σℓ
[σ′0
σ′ℓ
(
(1 + µδR)N + µδ
)
(1 + µδ) + µδ
]
< N.
By the assumptions, we find 2(1 + µδR) <
σ′
ℓ
σ′0
and 2(1 + 2µδ(1 + µδ)) < σℓσ0 . In this
case, M−1 maps FR,M into itself.
For affine maps F1, F2: Es → Eℓ with ‖DF1‖, ‖DF2‖ ≤ 1, we have F ∗1 = M−1F1
and F ∗2 = M
−1F2. To check ‖M−1F1−M−1F2‖, we notice that a vector ∆v∗ = v∗2−v∗1
is mapped to ∆v by M = T−1Ψ′0TΨ0 through the procedure
∆v∗ Ψi−→ ∆v¯ T−→ ∆v¯′ Ψ
′
0−→ ∆z′ T−1−→ ∆v.
For v∗s ∈ Es, let v∗j = (v∗s , F ∗j (v∗s))+v0 and ∆v∗ = v∗2−v∗1 . If we set ∆v∗ = (∆v∗s ,∆v∗ℓ ),
then ∆v∗s = 0. Hence, we have |∆v¯ℓ| ≥ σℓσ0 |∆v∗ℓ | and |∆v¯s| = 0. Since T is close to
identity, |∆v¯′ℓ| ≥ (1− µδ)σℓσ0 |∆v∗| and |∆v¯′s| ≤ µδ|∆v¯′ℓ|. Applying Ψ′0 to ∆v¯′ we get
(7.29)
|∆v′ℓ| ≥
σ′ℓ
σ′0
|∆v¯′ℓ| ≥ (1− µδ)
σℓσ
′
ℓ
σ0σ′0
|∆v∗|,
|∆v′s| ≤
σ′s
σ′0
|∆v¯′s| ≤ µδ
σ′s
σ′0
|∆v¯′ℓ| ≤ µδ
σ′s
σ′ℓ
|∆v′ℓ|.
Applying T−1 to ∆v′ and by assuming (1 + µδ)σ
′
s
σ′
ℓ
≤ 1 we get
(7.30)
|∆vs| ≤ (1 + µδ)|∆v′s|+ µδ|∆v′ℓ| ≤ 2µδ|∆v′ℓ|
|∆vℓ| ≥ (1− µδ)|∆v′ℓ| − µδ|∆v′s| ≥ (1− 2µδ)|∆v′ℓ|.
Let vj = (vs,j, vℓ,j, v0) = Mv
∗
j . Since ‖DFj‖ ≤ 1 for j = 1, 2, we obtain from (7.30)
and (7.29) that
|F1(vs,1)− F2(vs,1)| ≥ |F1(vs,1)− F2(vs,2)| − |F2(vs,1)− F2(vs,2)|
≥ (1− µδ)(1 − 4µδ) σℓσ
′
ℓ
σ0σ′0
|F ∗1 (vs,1)− F ∗2 (vs,1)|.
If we choose v∗s,1 ∈ {|vs| ≤ R} such that |F ∗1 (v∗s,1) − F ∗2 (v∗s,1)| = ‖F ∗1 − F ∗2 ‖ and if
vs,1 ∈ {|vs| ≤ R}, we obtain that
(7.31) ‖F1 − F2‖ ≥ |F1(vs,1)− F2(vs,1)| ≥ 2‖F ∗1 − F ∗2 ‖,
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because the conditions of the proposition ensure (1−µδ)(1−4µδ) σℓσ′ℓ
σ0σ′0
≥ 2. We derive
from Banach’s fixed point theorem the existence and uniqueness of the fixed point
F0 ∈ FR,N for M−1.
Hence, what remains to prove is vs,1 ∈ {|vs| ≤ R}. Let (v∗s , v∗u, v0) =M−1(vs, vu, v0),
one has
|v∗s | ≥
σ0
σs
[
(1− µδ)σ
′
0
σ′s
(
(1− µδ)|vs| − µδ|vℓ| − µδ
)
− µδσ0
σℓ
(
(1 + µδ)|vs|+ µδ|vℓ|+ µδ
)
− µδ
]
.
Therefore, for any (vs, vu, v0) with |vs| = R, |vℓ| ≤ N and small δ > 0, its image
(v∗s , v∗u, v0) =M−1(vs, vℓ, v0) satisfies the condition |v∗s | > 12
σ0σ′0
σsσ′s
R ≥ R. Since it holds
for all (vs, vu, v0) ∈ GF with |vs| = R that |vℓ| ≤ N , we see that πsM−1GF ⊃ {|vs| ≤
R}. It implies that vs,1 ∈ {|vs| ≤ R}. 
We also study the set GR,N of affine maps G : Eℓ → Es, which is defined in the same
way as FR,N . The map M induces a map G → MG. Similar to the proof of Lemma
7.11, we see the existence and uniqueness of the fixed point G0 = MG0 ∈ GR,N . Both
graphs intersect at one point v ∈ GF ∩ GG which is the fixed point of M . Recall the
definition of M , the line passing through Ψ(v0+ v) and the origin intersects the affine
manifold L′ at a point 1σ0TΨ(v0 + v) which is mapped by Ψ
′ to a point lying on the
line connecting v0+v, namely, Ψ
′Ψ(v0+v) is a point lying on the line passing through
v0+v and the origin, i.e. v0+v is an eigenvector of Ψ
′Ψ. Hence, to complete the proof
of Proposition 7.7, we only need to localize v and get an estimate on the eigenvalue.
Let R = 2, we consider a map F with ‖F‖ ≤ 2µδ. Repeating the procedure to get
(7.28) we have
‖M−1F‖ ≤ σ0
σℓ
[σ′0
σ′ℓ
(
(1 + 2µδ)2µδ + µδ
)
(1 + µδ) + µδ
]
< 2µδ,
i.e. M−1 maps F2,2µδ into itself. It implies |vℓ| ≤ 2µδ. Similarly, M maps G2,2µδ into
itself either, which implies |vs| ≤ 2µδ. So we have |v| ≤ 2µδ. Let v∗0 = v0+v|v0+v| , then
〈v0, v∗0〉 ≥ 1− 2µδ.
To study the eigenvalue, we use the relation v′0+ v¯
′ = TΨ0(v0+v) = Ψ′−10 T (v0+v),
since both G0 and F0 are invariant for M . From the relation v
′
0 + v¯
′ = TΨ0(v0 + v)
we see that |πsv¯′| ≤ 2µδ, from the relation v′0 + v¯′ = Ψ′−10 T (v0 + v) we see that
|πℓv¯′| ≤ 2µδ, i.e. |v¯′| ≤ 2µδ. By the definition of v′0 + v¯′ and T , some ν ∈ [−3µδ, 3µδ]
exists such that Ψ(v0+ v) = (1+ ν)σ0(v
′
0+ v¯
′). Because T−1Ψ′0(v
′
0+ v¯
′) = v0+ v, one
has Ψ′(v′0 + v¯
′) = (1 + ν ′)σ′0(v0 + v) with some ν
′ ∈ [−3µδ, 3µδ]. It follows that
Ψ′Ψ(v0 + v) = (1 + ν)(1 + ν ′)σ0σ′0(v0 + v),
namely, we have σ∗0 = (1 +O(δ))σ0σ
′
0. 
Remark. It is crucial in Proposition 7.7 that the number δ is independent of size of
the eigenvalues of Ψ and Ψ′. In the application, half eigenvalues of dΦE,0,−r and of
dΦE,±r,0 approach infinity while the other half approach 0 as |E| → 0.
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8. Applications
The study of nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems was thought by Poincare´ to be a
fundamental problem of dynamics. Soon after Kolmogorov’s theorem was established,
Arnold discovered the dynamical instability in [A64] and proposed a conjecture about
nearly integrable Hamiltonians,
(8.1) H(x, y) = h(y) + ǫP (x, y), (x, y) ∈ Td × Rd
now it is named after him as the conjecture of Arnold diffusion
Conjecture ([A66]): The “general case” for a Hamiltonian system (8.1) with d ≥ 3
is represented by the situation that for an arbitrary pair of neighborhood of tori y = y′,
y = y′′, in one component of the level set h(y) = h(y′) there exists, for sufficiently
small ǫ, an orbit intersecting both neighborhoods.
In the study of Arnold diffusion, especially after the diffusion in a priori unstable
case has been solved in the works [CY04, DLS, Tr, B08, CY09, Z11], the main difficulty
is to cross double resonance, as foreseen by Arnold in [A66]. The study of the problem
was initiated by Mather [M04, M09] and it has been solved in [C17a, C17b, CZ16] in
a way by skirting around the double resonant point, where some abstruse theories was
involved. It is of great interest to explore a way easier to visualize, to understand.
With Theorem 1.1, we are surprised to see that the method for a priori unstable case
still works for the construction of diffusion orbits passing through double resonance,
since along the prescribed resonant path there still exists a NHIC with compound type
homology class passing double resonance. It is not necessary to switch from the path
of compound type homology class to a path of single homology class, as suggested by
Mather. To this end, a special case of Theorem 1.1 for n = 2 with the type of single
homology class was announced in [Mar, KZ] without complete proof.
Along a path of compound type homology class, there exist two pairs of homoclinic
orbits {z±1 (t), z±2 (t)} associated with positive integers k1, k2 such that class of the path
is k1[z
+
1 (t)] + k2[z
+
2 (t)], and 〈[z+1 (t)], [z+2 (t)]〉 > −‖[z+1 (t)]‖‖[z+2 (t)]‖. In this case, the
condition (H3) holds. Therefore, there is a C1-normally hyperbolic cylinder passing
through double resonance, along which diffusion orbits are constructed by the method
developed in [CY04, CY09]. What is more, it reminds us of a possible way to cross
multiple resonance in the systems with arbitrarily many degrees of freedom. We shall
discuss it in another paper.
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